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HERE’S a run down of the porn fl icks that 
gave us a sore wrist this month. In 
an abandoned warehouse the Hot 
House hunks get down and dirty 
in Reckless and we revisit 
Kristin Bjorn’s villa full of hot 
Latin mafi osos where sub-
mission and enforced sex 
are the order of the day in 
Skin Deep 2. Eurocreme 
serves up the big guns 
(and we mean big) in 
Hung Ladz: Butt 
Slamming 

Monster Cocks and those funky young kids 
are back and getting it on in Indie Boyz: 

Pumped. Following their hugely suc-
cessful fi rst DVD release, the best of 
British are back in UKNakedMen’s 
Dressed (Down & Dirty) and 
FreshSX give us an insight into the 

life of everyone’s favourite sexy scally 
lad in Diary of a Porn Star: Kai 

Cruz. Titan Media heads outdoors for 
some sex-fi lled military action in Folsom 

Maneuvers and the lads from Triga serve 
up a stonking collection of their horniest rugby 

scenes in Rugby Classics.

Have you heard of the term P.O.V. 
porn? Want to know what it is? Well, 
the guys from FreshSX give us the low 

down and explain all. We all pull on a 
pair in the morning (and have probably 

had them ripped off us in the heat of the 
moment). What are we talking about? 

Underpants, and QXMEN’s resident 
sexpert Haydon Bridge delves 
into the fascinating history of our 
favourite gay accessory in this 
month’s Raunch Pad. Continuing 
our look at porn stars in uniforms, 
this issue we sign up for the armed 
forces and check out some seri-
ously tasty military men. Berlin’s 
infamous HustlaBall went down 
a storm back in October and 
saw the fi rst ever HustlaBall 
Awards recognising the best 
movies and hottest perform-
ers from Europe and the 
States. And speaking of hot 
performers, QXMEN has 
been lucky enough to get 
sneak peak at a stunning new 

photobook featuring the gor-
geous Frenchman Fred Faurtin. 

Ahead of the forthcoming DVD 
release, we bring you news of 

a genius collaboration between 
the sexy East European boys of 

BelAmi and the all American, Southern 
Californian boys of CockyBoys.com. Plus, 
there’s loads of other hot stuff, news of 

things to come and just cop a load of this 
month’s lust objects, Titan Media’s Gio 

Forte and Falcon Studio’s Samuel Colt! 
We’re sure that should keep you 
occupied over the festive period 
and, of course, we’ll be back in 
2010 with a whole load more hot 
men to satisfy your every need.   
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JUST BECAUSE IT LOOKS LIKE A COCK, 
DOESN’T MEAN IT IS ONE

WHEN we fi rst came across this little book on the counter of our local 
bookstore we were intrigued as to just what it was all about. The 
clue was in the title, of course. It Looks Like A C**k simply contains 

amusing photographs of things that look like our favourite part of the male anatomy, a cock. From a 
motorway signpost directing drivers to Slough and a falic-looking cactus to comically shaped root vegeta-
bles and penis-shaped cloud formations, this book will have you and your friends giggling like school boys. 
Published by Bloomsbury, this priceless little hardback book is available from all good bookshops for 
£9.99. QXMEN has got our grubby little mitts on a copy and it’s up for grabs for one lucky reader. To be 
in with a chance of winning it just send an email 
to editorial@qxmen.com placing IT LOOKS 
LIKE A C**K in the subject fi eld, along with your 
name and contact details, or post your answer 
to QXMEN, It Looks Like A C**k Competition, 
23 Denmark Street, London WC2H 8NH. 
Entries to be in by 8th January 2010 when the 
winner will drawn at random. The competition’s 
open to UK residents only.   

✪QXMENTIONS
NEWS, GOSSIP AND STUFF WE THOUGHT YOU'D LIKE TO KNOW...

EDITORIAL@QXMEN.COM ★ DEC/09

ANYTHING IS POSSIBLE 
WHEN YOU GO DEEP!

FOLLOWING the massive success of the 
fi rst Deep, when 650 hot guys dressed to 
impress in everything from leather and rub-

ber to trackies and skin gear, the next event on Saturday 5th December 
looks set to be even better. There’ll be everything you’ll need for a great 
night out including one huge Hog Works Dungeon and play space, a mas-
sive playroom full of custom-made dungeon equipment to suit all fetishes, 
a Fitlads.net scally room and dance fl oor, Prowler Video Booths, sexy porn 
stars from Alphamalemedia, Triga, BelAmi and UKNakedMen perform-
ing live on stage, naked and ‘dressed for sex’ dancers the Expectations 
Exhibitionists, glory holes, The Terrace, an outside smoking and play area, 
free give-aways, two bars, a boot shine boy and this time around, to deal 
with the demand, a third cloakroom will be open to get people dressed 
and in to the club faster. Advanced tickets cost £12 from Prowler and 
Expectations or £15 on the door. Doors open at 10pm and Deep’s at Club 
Union, 66 Albert Embankment, Vauxhall, London SE1 7TP. For more info, 
check out www.expectations.co.uk/deep.

WIN A TITAN 2010 
CALENDAR

THE 
TitanMen 2010 
calendar has thir-
teen of the most 
sexy, hung and 
masculine 
TitanMen for 
you to drool 
over in the 
coming year. The 
amazing photography of Brian 
Mills has captured the natural 
sexuality that each of these guys 
has and the 2010 calendar packs 
in scorching TitanMen exclusives 
Marco Blaze, François Sagat, 
Tony Buff, Will Parker, Rick 
van Sant, Christopher Saint, 
David Anthony, Dean Flynn, 
JR Matthews and Eduardo, 
together with industry favor-
ites Gio Forte, Charly Diaz 
and Ron Sykora. QXMEN has 
3 calendars to give away. If you 
fancy a bunch of Titan Men on 
your wall to enjoy everyday of 
next year, send an email to 
editorial@qxmen.com placing 
TITAN MEN 2010 in the subject fi eld, 
along with your name and contact details, 
or post your answer to QXMEN, Titan 
Men 2010 Competition, 23 Denmark 
Street, London WC2H 8NH. Entries 
to be in by 8th January 2010 when 
the winners will drawn at ran-
dom. The competition’s open 
to UK residents only.   

EUROCREME 
BOYS BAR 
CRAWL
THE sexy boys from Eurocreme will 

be bringing festive joy to select 
London bars just before Christmas. 
If you’re lucky enough to come 
across them then put your hand 
into Santa’s Spunky Sack and you’ll 
be guaranteed a voucher for a 

free DVD that will be redeemable at Soho’s 
Prowler Store until Christmas Day. Look 
out for Santa’s Eurocreme helpers on Friday 
December 4th at Prowler Soho at 8.20pm, 
The Edge at 8.45pm, The Box at 9.20pm, Ku 
Bar Lisle Street at 9.45pm and Barcode Soho 
at 10.15pm. 

SEX AT SWEATBOX SAUNA

GET READY for some more SEX on 
Saturday 12th December 

from 9pm to 4am at London’s Sweatbox Sauna. It’s a 
night for sportswear lovers so the suggested dress code 
is Speedos, jockstraps, football kit, rugby shorts or just 
your towel. Spread over three fl oors of 8,000 square 
feet of pure pleasure, Sweatbox Sauna’s amazing facili-
ties include a fully equipped playroom, a large hot and 
steamy maze with midnight foam and coloured lasers, 
a huge Jacuzzi, showers, lockers and free towels, a 
chill out lounge with DJs Saki and Brent Nicholls and 
alcohol bar. Entry’s £15 and membership is NOT needed. 
Sweatbox Sauna is located at Ramillies House, 1-2 
Ramillies Street in Soho, London W1F 7LN, and it’s just a 
5 minute walk from all the bars on Old Compton Street.

WIN!

Image courtesy of Titan Media
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FETISH GEAR RE-SALE SERVICE AT PLAY PIT
HAVE YOU got any old items of fetish gear knocking about at the back of your wardrobe? If so, then London’s Play Pit has started a popular fetish gear re-sale 
service for its members. Just take your unused, ill-fi tting or unwanted fetish gear to the club on any night and they’ll be displayed at the club for other members 
to purchase. Play Pit charges a 15% handling fee on items sold on a no sale no fee basis. Play Pit is at 357 Caledonian Road, London N7 9DQ. For more info, go to 
www.londonplaypit.co.uk.

INTRODUCING STARGLIDE LUBRICANTS

Starglide is a brand new range of 100% water based and chemical free lubricants which are made with 
organic ingredients including liquorish root extract and aloe vera. They’re compatible for both oral and 
anal sex and ideal for us boys who want a fun, slick and sting free experience from our lube. In addition 
to the fl agship products of Starglide Aqua Neutral and Starglide Bio Sensitive, there’s also fun and fruit 
fl avours including delicious Starglide Very Strawberry (made with organic strawberry extract) and tasty 
Starglide Tingle Cola (made with organic cola nut extract). And not only has the Starglide range been 
dermatologically and microbiologically tested, it’s Vegan Society approved and hasn’t been tested on 
animals. We’ve tried the range and we loved it. But don’t just take our word for it, go to www.starglide.
co.uk and try some for yourself. 

MEN AT PLAY 2010 
CALENDAR IN AID OF 
HIV CHARITY NAT
MEN AT PLAY has launched an exclusive calendar for 
2010 in aid of HIV charity National AIDS Trust (NAT). The calendar 
features 12 hot models in and out of shirts, suits and ties. Andy Thomas, 
Director of Men at Play, said, “HIV is still on the increase in the UK and 
it’s all of our responsibility to do what we can to educate younger genera-
tions about safer sex. The 2010 Men at Play calendar features some of our 
top models. It’s the perfect World AIDS Day purchase or Christmas gift 
and we hope it will raise vital funds for NAT.” 100% of the profi ts will be 
donated to NAT and the calendar can be purchased from www.menatplay.
com or at Prowler and Clone Zone. 

✪QXMENTIONS
NEWS, GOSSIP AND STUFF WE THOUGHT YOU'D LIKE TO KNOW...

EDITORIAL@QXMEN.COM ★ DEC/09

FANCY A BOXING DAY BONK?

T
his Christmas, to keep your festivities frisky 
there’ll be a Hard On on Boxing Day Saturday 
26th December from 10pm to 5am. Expect 
lots of kinky Christmas presents for everyone 
supplied by the party’s sponsor Skyhi (www.
skyhi.me.co.uk) And to keep you in the festive 
spirit there’ll be hot Santa go gos and happy 
hour 2 for 1 vodka from 10pm ‘til midnight. 

To keep it hot and intimate there’ll be two rooms open, the cruisey 
blue room with DJs Brent Nicholls, Hugo’sland and Halo-is jingling 
your bells through the night and, of course, the well equipped 
playroom full of Santa’s little helpers waiting to play with your 
stocking and unload your sack! We’ve been told that the red room 
will be opened if needed. Hidden has loads of chill out areas, a well 
heated private outdoor smoking area, a 24 hour cash machine and 
Hard On has its very own cock shop providing everything you need 
to make it a very sleazy night!
Hard On is a members only 
club, however members may 
take two guests. Entry is £15 
for members and £20 for 
guests. You can now join online at www.hardonclub.co.uk or you 
can pick up a membership form at RoB, Fetish Freak, Fettered 
Pleasures, Master U, DV8 or Regulation in London. Remember 
to join online or send in your membership form 24 hours before 
the event. Membership costs £10 for the year. Hard On enforces 
a very strict dress code of rubber, leather, uniforms, skin gear or 
just your boots!! No plain jeans or trainers. Hard On’s located 
at Hidden, 100 Tinworth Street (just off Albert Embankment) 
Vauxhall, London SE11.

HARD ON

PLASTIC IVY SAUNA
10 YEAR ANNIVERSARY

YORKSHIRE’S Plastic Ivy Sauna has been open 
for an amazing 10 years and to celebrate this 
special event and to say a big thank you to all 
their customers, Sunday 6th December will 
see discounted entry all day. There’ll also be 
a free buffet served at 3pm and guaranteed 
free mystery entry passes in all lockers – with 
some lucky goers getting up to 3 months free 
entry! Free life membership will also be offered 
to new members turning up on the day. 
December sees the continuation of the suc-
cessful ‘£5 entry after 6pm’ every day, which 
is proving very popular with those looking for 
a fun and relaxing stop off just after work or 
college. For the latest promos, photos, and 
Christmas opening times visit www.plasticivy.
co.uk. The Plastic Ivy is at 33 Leeds Road, 
Dewsbury WF12 7BB. Tel: 01924 455 600.
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DVD REVIEW

DIARY OF A PORNSTAR: KAI CRUZ
STUDIO: FRESHSX ✪ DIRECTED BY ANDY O'NEILL
Starring: Kai Cruz, Matt Hughes, Brett Carter, Marco Di Lucca, Mika Poika, Jamie Summers, Tyson Mac, Zak Adams.

EVER WONDERED WHAT A PORN STAR GETS 
UP TO IN HIS DAY-TO-DAY 

LIFE? WELL, WONDER NO MORE AS FRESHSX INVITES US TO SPEND A DAY WITH 
SEXY FUCKER KAI CRUZ. AND THIS BOY DOESN’T SPEND HIS DAYS DOING MUNDANE 
CHORES SUCH AS THE LAUNDRY AND IRONING!

Scene one and Kai’s in the kitchen with 
Tyson and both guys are taking it in turns 
sucking each other’s cocks. Once they’re 
both hard, Tyson gets to work on Kai’s 
arse with his tongue and fi nger in readiness 
for his fat cock. Kai bends over and Tyson 
starts to pound his arse deep and hard, his 
own cock dripping with pre-cum. Voyeurs 
out there will love scene two as we’re 
privy to Kai in the shower, soaping up his 
body and jacking off his cock. Horny, Kai 
reaches for a Fleshjack toy and uses it on 
his cock until he shoots his thick load over 
the tiles. Scene three begins with Marco 
and Zak making out on the bed with Kai 
fi lming them. It’s not long before all three 
are naked with hard ons and Zack takes 
both Kai and Marco’s cock in his mouth at 
the same time. By now the three lads are 
so horny and Marco and Zak line up doggy 
style for Kai to fuck them one by one, 
alternating from one cute boy butt to the 
other. All three lie down for a sandwich 
fuck with Kai fucking Marco and Marco 

fucking Zak, before Zak shoots his load in Kai’s mouth. Next up, Kai’s working out when 
Brett walks in. The lads head to the locker room and start to make out. Kai fucks Brett 
hard, putting the lad through his paces before shooting his load over him. Scene fi ve 
and Kai’s remembering the movie Straight Guys Fuck which he starred in with Matt (11 
inches) Hughes. Starting in a 69 position, both guys get rock hard and Kai lays down on 
the bed and Matt starts to fuck him. This scene left us breathless and we can certainly 
say that Kai’s a true pro, taking every inch of Matt’s enormous tool up his boy butt. The 
fi nal scene sees Kai off for his last assignment of the day, a photo shoot with FreshSX. 
Discussing movies that Kai’s starred in, the threesome scene from The Apprentice 2 
comes up. In the scene Kai fi rst sits on top of Jamie’s cock before getting fucked doggy 
style by Mika. Then the three move into a sandwich position with Mika fucking Kai and 
Kai fucking Jamie at the same time. With more fucking in one day than most of us get in 
a month, we can see why Kai chose the profession he did… And he’s damn good at it!  

✪ Available in 
all good R18 DVD 
stockists.
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DVD REVIEW

STUDIO: EUROCREME ✪ DIRECTED BY SIMON BOOTH
Starring: Zack Elias, Stefan Colby, Sam Slade, Andy O’Neill, Brett Carter, Clayton Kole, Steven Tyler, Dylan Brooks.

HUNG LADZ: BUTT SLAMMING MONSTER COCKS

THE CLUE’S IN THE TITLE WITH THIS 
LATEST RELEASE FROM 

EUROCREME. AND GUYS WITH A PENCHANT FOR CUTE, YOUNG 
LADS WITH MORE THAN A HANDFUL DOWN THEIR PANTS ARE 
GOING TO LOVE THIS MOVIE. MONSTER COCKS SLAMMING 
TIGHT BOY BUTTS – THERE’S NOTHING BETTER!

Brett and Clayton are fi rst up and these 
two lads are seriously hot. They begin 
passionately kissing, tearing each other’s 
clothes off before moving onto the bed. 
As Brett licks the bulge in Clayton’s white 
briefs you can see that his cock’s a mon-
ster. And sure as hell, once he pulls it 
from Clayton’s pants a true monster cock 
springs out… much to Brett’s delight. 
Brett gets sucking up and down the shaft of 
Clayton’s massive tool, covering it in spit, 
and God knows he’s going to need as much 
lube on this huge cock as possible. Clayton 
returns the favour and gobbles down 
Brett’s stiff cock and then gets to work 
on his hole in preparation for his monster 
cock. We challenge you not to blow your 
load at the sight of Clayton’s lily white boy 
butt bouncing up and down as he ploughs 
Brett’s willing hole with his humungous 
cock. This scene is awesome! Next up it’s 
Andy O’Neill and Sam Slade. Sam’s the one 
with the monster cock and Andy shows his 
appreciation deep throating the full length 
of it. Sam shows his love of arse too and 
slurps away at Andy’s sweet hole in readi-
ness for his cock. Once open and lubed 
up, Andy sits on it and rides it like a pro 
before bending over and fucking himself 

on Sam’s massive tool. Jack Elias and Stefan Colby are the stars 
in scene three and it’s a pervy delight watching Jack’s long, thick 
cock pound Stefan’s muscled butt as he clings on, face down 
onto the kitchen counter. Dylan Brooks and Steven Tyler bring 
up the rear in scene four and it’s Steven’s rear that gets it good 
from Dylan and his impressive cock. Needless to say, after some 
lip smacking oral the lads get down to some serious butt fucking 
and Simon Booth treats us, going in real close with his camera 
to show us Dylan’s meaty cock forcing its way up Steven’s tight 
hole. However, after the shafting that power-fucker Dylan gives 
him, we doubt Steven’s hole is quite a tight as it used to be... 
Eurocreme’s Hung Ladz – we love ‘em!   

✪ Available to 
buy at www.
eurocreme.
com or watch 
high quality 
streaming at 
www.eurocreme.
tv
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SEE IT ALL NOW!

Watch high quality gay video 
on demand at QXMENTV.com
Pay per minute 
(from 12p per minute). 
So skip stuff that doesn’t 
get you off!

WHAT ARE YOU WAITING FOR?
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DON’T LET THE SOFT ROCK, EMO 
WARBLINGS OF THE INTRO 

FOOL YOU INTO THINKING YOU’RE IN FOR AN EPISODE OF 
SOME WHINY, AMERICAN TEEN GIRL DRAMA. THE ACTION IS 
HARDCORE AND 100% HOMO, AS THOSE INDIE BOYZ RETURN 
FOR ANOTHER BLAST OF TATTOOED, TONGUE-PIERCED, CUM-
FILLED ANTICS. 

This time around it’s Halloween and, thankfully for us, these 
fellas thoughts are truly of the devilish variety. If, like us, you’re 
distracted at fi rst by these boys’ precision-razor haircuts and 
multitude of highlights, worry not. These thoughts fl oat away 
as soon as the gorgeous, rainbow-haired Indie boy fl ops out his 
thick, throbbing member. No wonder his blonde buddy couldn’t 

wait to chow 
down on it, we 
wanted to reach 
into the screen and 
grab it ourselves. 
But blondie gets 
the goods and is 
pounded hard until 
he shoots a heavy 
load all over his 
toned belly. This 
hot scene is fol-
lowed by scores of 
ultra-cute young 
guys keen to 
slip out of their 
skinny jeans and 
dive under the 
duvet. Don’t miss 
Eurocreme newbie 
Seth getting pound-
ed over the kitchen 
counter during the 
Halloween party 
preparations – it 
seems Pumpkin 
fl esh just wasn’t 
enough for his 
thick-dicked, raven-
haired buddy!

DVD REVIEW

INDIE BOYZ ★ PUMPED
STUDIO: EUROCREME ✪ DIRECTED BY MARC REARDON 
Starring: Evan Foxx, Seth, Liam Black, Harley James, Tyler Brookes, Christopher Brookes, Jonny Jazz, Danny Star.

✪ Available to 
buy at www.
eurocreme.
com or watch 
high quality 
streaming at 
www.eurocreme.
tv
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RECKLESS IS HOT HOUSE’S LATEST RELEASE WHICH 
DITCHES A TACKY STORY LINE AND GIVES US 

BASIC GOOD OLD SUCKING, RIMMING AND FUCK ACTION WITH SOME OF THE HOTTEST 
MEN IN THE BUSINESS. JUST WHAT WE NEED DURING THESE COLD AND DARK 
WINTER HOURS.

LATINO stud Tony Mecelli is getting cruised by gorgeous Kyle King who, of course, 
can’t control himself and drops down to his knees to deep throat Tony’s fat piece of 
meat like there’s no tomorrow. Kyle then gets his perfect bubble butt invaded by Tony’s 
hard cock before both releasing their heavy loads over Kyle’s stomach. Mega hung 

Rafael Alencar is teasing Beaux Banner by 
stroking the outline of his massive uncut 
cock through his tight jeans. Lucky Beaux 
doesn’t hesitate and gobbles down Rafael’s 
mouth watering fat tool, before turning 
around so Rafael can spread his tight arse 
to tongue fuck him. Rafael starts out with 
ramming his cock up Beaux’s hole on a 
table before turning him around to fuck 
him from behind. Kyle King returns, this 
time eyeing up newcomer Craig Reynolds. 
Kyle gets on his knees and goes down on 
Craig’s dick before starting on his hole to 
loosen it up with his tongue. Kyle shows 
that he’s not only one of the best bottoms 
in the business but that he can actually 
take a more active role by ramming his 
cock up Craig’s arse from behind before 
shooting his spunk over Craig’s back. Hot 
House Exclusive Vince Ferelli is doing some 
electrical work being watched by hunky 
Damien Holt who’s stroking his big black 
cock in a corner. Damien starts feeding 
his hungry mouth with his throbbing cock 
while he fi ngers Vince craving hole, before 
Vince turns around to let his buddy ram 
his dick up his eager hole. In scene fi ve we 
fi nd Rod Daily sneaking up on Tim Kruger 
who’s wanking his massive tool and it 
doesn’t take long before he gets his mouth 
around it. Paul Wagner enters and the 
scene ends with Rod getting both holes fed 
in every possible way before all three shoot 
their loads.

DVD REVIEW

STUDIO: HOT HOUSE ENTERTAINMENT ✪ DIRECTED BY STEVEN SCARBOROUGH
Starring: Tony Mecelli, Kyle King, Rafael Alencar, Beaux Banner, Craig Reynolds, Damien Holt, Tim Kruger, Rod Daily, Paul Wagner.

RECKLESS

✪ Available
 from Prowler,
Expectations 
and all good 
DVD stockists.
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DVD REVIEW

SKIN DEEP ★ PART 2

PART 2 OF KRISTEN BJORN’S SKIN DEEP AND WE’RE BACK AT THE 
VILLA, FULL TO BURSTING WITH ADONIS-LIKE MEN, WHERE ALL 

THE MAFIOSOS’ NEEDS (AND WE MEAN ALL) ARE TAKEN CARE OF BY THE SERVANTS. 
EXPECT SCENE AFTER SCENE OF MIND-BLOWING SEX!   

Sexy manservant Jordi Casal is delivering laundry to a very hot Latino 
Bruno Jones when he gets dragged into the room. Stripped naked, Jordi’s 
forced to rim dominant Bruno (a tough job, we know) before he’s bent 
over and fucked hard by him. We’re treated to some hot underneath 
camera shots of Bruno’s cock slamming Jordi’s butt which makes him 
cum and then Bruno sits on Jordi’s cock and rides it. Next up, 
Alex Ferrari is at a window with his cock out cruis-
ing gardener Kaio Castro. These two hunks soon 
get together, jerk their cocks and shoot. Pedro 
Andreas and Daniel Marvin are chefs in the kitch-
en who get up to some seriously sensuous food 
sex that would put Nigella to shame. Treacle 
and raspberry sauce are poured over Pedro’s 
muscled chest and then whipped cream 
is slathered over Daniel’s meaty arse 
cheeks and hole for Pedro to devour. 
More treacle and chocolate sauce is 
drizzled over Pedro’s cock and in true 
Kristen Bjorn style, Daniel shoots his 
load without even touching his cock. 
Bruno, Jordi, Armando Del Toro’s 
and Alex Ribeiro make for a hot-as-
hell four-way next where there’s a 

spectacular train fuck with Armando getting fucked by 
Bruno who's being fucked by Jordi. Rocky Oliveira is 
soaping himself in the shower when Franco Dominicci 
spots him from outside. Rocky beckons him in and Franco 
joins him. Franco gets on all fours for Rocky to work his hot 
hole with his tongue and fi ngers. Franco then sucks his cock 
and bends over to get fucked by Rocky before Franco returns the 
favour. Artiz San Juan and Alex Ferretto give us an amazing oral 
scene next before we meet the head honchos Artiz, Franco, Alex 
and Rocky who need to deal with an informer. Pedro and Daniel come in 
with coffee, and Franco has a fl ashback to six months ago when Daniel fucked 
him. Returning to the present the four head honchos expose Daniel as the spy, 
strip him and hold him down on the dining room table, abusing him in a hot 
fi ve-way fuck scene. Last but not least, the movie ends with a jaw-dropping 
six-way fuck featuring Ricci, Pedro Kaio, Alex Ferrari. Pedro, Bruno and Hugo 
Martin… Skin Deep 2 is explosive!

STUDIO: KRISTEN BJORN PRODUCTION ✪ DIRECTED BY KRISTEN BJORN
Starring: Jordi Casal, Bruno Jones, Kaio Castro, Alex Ferrari, Franco Dominicci, Artiz San Juan, Alex Ferretto, Daniel Marvin, Pedro Andreas, 
Ricci Julian, Alex Ribeiro, Hugo Martin, Armado Del Toro, Rocky Oliveira

camera shots of Bruno’s cock slamming Jordi’s butt which makes him 
cum and then Bruno sits on Jordi’s cock and rides it. Next up, 

and raspberry sauce are poured over Pedro’s 

✪ Available 
from Prowler, 
Expectations and 
all good DVD 
stockists.
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DVD REVIEW

FOLSOM MANEUVERS
STUDIO: TITAN MEDIA ✪ DIRECTED BY BRIAN MILLS
Starring: Tony Buff, Dean Flynn, JR Matthews, Will Parker, Gio Forte, Adam Knox, Ryan Russell, Tyler Saint.

TITAN MEDIA’S LATEST 
RELEASE 

FOLSOM MANEUVERS TREATS US TO AN OUTDOOR MUDDY 
ADVENTURE THAT’LL MAKE YOU WANT TO SIGN UP TO THE 
ARMY. JUST AS LONG AS THE RECRUITS ARE TITAN MEN.

Scene one, and we're in the woods where 
Adam Knox is taking a break from his 
army duties and whips out his throbbing 
cock in the open air for a wank. Luckily 
for him mega hung Tony Buff is pass-
ing by and it doesn’t take long before 
Tony rams his big fat meat down Adam’s 
throat. Tony keeps on face fucking his 
mate while spitting over his face before 
shooting his big load all over him. What 
follows is one of the horniest rimming 
scenes of this year before Tony rams his 
big cock up Adam’s hot ass to pound him 
doggy style, who takes it like a proper 
trooper. Next up is perfectly shaped 
Dean Flynn getting his rock hard cock 
sucked by JR Matthews, Dean eats JR’s 
ass out good and proper, before spread-
ing his soldier fuck buddy’s arse and bangs 
him from behind, fucking him senseless 
before shooting his load all over JR’s 
back. This month’s centrefold, Gio Forte, 
sneaks up on Will Parker who’s guard-
ing an entrance and forces Will’s head 
down on his hard dick. Next he spins 
Will around, fucking his ass so hard he 
needs to hold onto a tree whilst getting 
pounded. Hunky Tyler Saint can’t resist 
rubbing his boot against Ryan Russell’s ass 
when he’s on his knees, who soon whips 
out Tyler’s thick cock and swallows it. 
Tyler returns the favour by ramming his 
tongue up Ryan’s ass before placing him 

in a paratrooper harness and forces a dildo up his hole deep 
and hard before feeding him with the real thing. Last out sees 
the return of Dean Flynn who ties JR Matthews to a tree so 
he can abuse him to the max before both shooting their heavy 
loads all over JR.

✪ Available from 
titanmedia.eu.
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DVD REVIEW

STUDIO: UKNAKEDMEN
Starring: Harry Louis, Axel Ryder, Matt Hughes, Fred Oliver, Lucas Knowles, Ross Hurston, Kyle Lucas, Rocco Banks, Thierry Lamasse, 
Damian Duke, Andy O’Neill, Jake Ryder, Darren Robbins, Tyson. 

DRESSED ★ DOWN & DIRTY

THE BAD BOYS OF UKNAKEDMEN 
FOLLOW 

THEIR FIRST HIT, ARE YOU BEING SERVICED WITH ANOTHER 
SCORCHING HOT COLLECTION, EXCLUSIVE TO DVD. THIS TIME 
THEY’VE GOT MORE BIG NAMES AND EVEN BIGGER TOOLS, IN 
VARIOUS STATES OF UNDRESS, FROM KILTED EXTRA-HUNG 
HARRY LOUIS TO THE DOWN AND DIRTY MECHANIC, AND 
EVERYONE’S FAVOURITE DADDY, AXEL RYDER. 

With a ‘dressed up’ theme running through the 
DVD it’s only a matter of time before each of the 
hung, uncut studs peel it all off, and they’re strip-
ping out of highland dress, boots, mechanic’s 
overalls and smart suits for some hardcore 
action. Cover boy, Harry, goes three ways to 
satisfy, beefy stud Ross Hurston and long haired 
Damian Duke, while Lucas Knowles torments his 
suited captive, the angel faced Fred Oliver. Then 
it’s even further down and even dirtier for a sleazy 
four-way fuck in a public 

toilet, as Matt (monster-cock) 
Hughes, Tyson, Darren and 

Andy O’Neill get down to 
some heavy duty fucking, before 

Andy takes load after load in his 
eager face. Jake Ryder has the 
shirt ripped from his back before 
Axel Ryder wraps his huge fore-
skin over Jakes helmet. Then it’s 
pay back time for every parking 
fi ne you’ve ever had as burly Dillon 
sorts out the smart arsed traffi c 
warden Kyle Lucas with his massive 
member, pumping a volcanic load 
into the hapless lad’s mouth. And if 
you’ve any energy left it’s time for 
real life lovers Thierry and Rocco, 
who deliver some incredible 
chemistry and a bone shattering 
fuck. To sum up, Dressed (Down 
& Dirty) is two and a half hours of 
sexy studs and all the cock suck-
ing, arse fucking and cum eating 
you could ever want.

STUDIO: UKNAKEDMEN
Starring: Harry Louis, Axel Ryder, Matt Hughes, Fred Oliver, Lucas Knowles, Ross Hurston, Kyle Lucas, Rocco Banks, Thierry Lamasse, 
Damian Duke, Andy O’Neill, Jake Ryder, Darren Robbins, Tyson. 

THE BAD BOYS 
THEIR FIRST HIT, 
SCORCHING HOT COLLECTION, EXCLUSIVE TO DVD. THIS TIME 
THEY’VE GOT MORE BIG NAMES AND EVEN BIGGER TOOLS, IN 
VARIOUS STATES OF UNDRESS, FROM KILTED EXTRA-HUNG 
HARRY LOUIS TO THE DOWN AND DIRTY MECHANIC, AND 
EVERYONE’S FAVOURITE DADDY, AXEL RYDER. 

With a ‘dressed up’ theme running through the 
DVD it’s only a matter of time before each of the 
hung, uncut studs peel it all off, and they’re strip-
ping out of highland dress, boots, mechanic’s 
overalls and smart suits for some hardcore 
action. Cover boy, Harry, goes three ways to 
satisfy, beefy stud Ross Hurston and long haired 
Damian Duke, while Lucas Knowles torments his 
suited captive, the angel faced Fred Oliver. Then 
it’s even further down and even dirtier for a sleazy 
four-way fuck in a public 

toilet, as Matt (monster-cock) 
Hughes, Tyson, Darren and 

Andy O’Neill get down to 
some heavy duty fucking, before 

Andy takes load after load in his 
eager face. Jake Ryder has the 
shirt ripped from his back before 
Axel Ryder wraps his huge fore-
skin over Jakes helmet. Then it’s 
pay back time for every parking 
fi ne you’ve ever had as burly Dillon 
sorts out the smart arsed traffi c 
warden Kyle Lucas with his massive 
member, pumping a volcanic load 
into the hapless lad’s mouth. And if 
you’ve any energy left it’s time for 
real life lovers Thierry and Rocco, 
who deliver some incredible 
chemistry and a bone shattering 
fuck. To sum up, Dressed (Down 
& Dirty) is two and a half hours of 
sexy studs and all the cock suck-
ing, arse fucking and cum eating 
you could ever want.

✪ Available 
from Prowler, 
Expectations and 
all good licensed 
sex shops.
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DVD REVIEW

RUGBY CLASSICS

✪ Available 
from www.
trigafi lms.
co.uk

EXPECT MUD SWEAT AND BEERS ALL 
ROUND WITH THIS STONKING 

COLLECTION OF SOME OF TRIGA’S HORNIEST RUGBY SCENES. GET 
READY FOR A FUCK-FEST OF REAL MEN WITH BIG MEATY THIGHS AND 
BIG MEATY COCKS IN A SWEATY, RUGBY ORGY OF FILTHY MAN-ON-

MAN ACTION.  

Stocky, pumped and raring to go, this fi lm features a total shorts-
busting fuck fest with real blokes having real sex. Expect plenty of dirty 

scrums, massive thighs and steamy locker room action with rough fucking 
orgies, hard duos and some of the horniest rugger solos 

you’ll ever see. All fi lmed in the rough and ready atmo-
sphere of amateur rugby clubs, the scenes feature 

strapping blokes getting down and dirty on and off 
the pitch. Love rugby blokes? Then order your 

copy of Triga’s Rugby Classics 
now and get yourself 

some best of 
British. 

STUDIO: TRIGA 
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PAVEL ★ MAREK
FROM FARM FRESH

THERE’S SOMETHING 
ABOUT A MAN IN 
UNIFORM…

IMAGE FROM GRUNTS: 
BROTHERS IN ARMS 
COURTESY OF 
RAGING STALLION STUDIOS

Continuing our look at gay porn stars in uniform, this month we bring you a 
fi ne selection of some of our favourite military men kitted out in their combats, 
dog tags and some in just their army boots. With the release of Titan Media’s 
Folsom Maneuvers this month we’ve been spoilt for choice and we’re sure 
you’ll agree that the armed forces have never looked so good.
Bring back national service we say! 
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matt cole  private low life [hothouse.com] gio forte  folsom maneuvers [titan media]

dirk jager  command post [titan media]alexy tyler  command post [titan media]
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mason garet  grunts [raging stallion studios] alex collack  private low life [hothouse.com]

steve cruz  grunts [raging stallion studios]jake deckard  grunts [raging stallion studios]
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✪ FEATURE
DEC/09

BELAMI GETS IT ON WITH 
COCKYBOYS.COM

T
he collaboration began last year 
when CockyBoy Jesse Santana 
met BelAmi boy Luke Hamill 
in the UK to perform a scene 
together. It was clear from the 
start that the two had chemis-

try and the scene became a hit on both studios’ 
websites that set the porn blogs abuzz. Since 
then the demand grew to see them together 
again, so much so, that a new project Cocky 
Friends was conceived as a way to provide fans 
of both studios with more original content that 
results from the unique chemistry between the 
two companies. When the opportunity arose for 
Jesse to fl y to Amsterdam to shoot with Luke 
again they both jumped at it instantly. Only this 
time Jesse brought over a couple friends, fellow 
CockyBoys Bobby Clark and Skyler Caine. Not 
to be outdone, BelAmi sent Luke over with a 
few friends as well, Milo and Elijah Peters, Jean-
Daniel Chagall, Colin Hewitt, Todd Rosset, 

Florian Nemec and Kris Evans. Suddenly, the 
second scene with Jesse and Luke became much 
more than just the two of them - it became a 
hot sex fi lled week in Amsterdam, all caught on 
camera. From threesomes and foursomes, to 
intense one-on-one action scenes, the chemistry 
in the house was wild and uninhibited, making for 
some of the hottest scenes produced this year. 
CockyBoys head, Kyle Majors, told QXMEN, 
“We are thrilled to be working with such a 
creative powerhouse in the business such as 
BelAmi. Their work is top notch and is obvious 
by the quality of the scenes in the Cocky Friends 
DVD. We look forward to showing fans of both 
studios the exceptional content that was shot in 
Amsterdam as we roll it out over the next few 
months leading up to the DVD release.”

 
✪ Look out for the full length DVD of COCKY 
FRIENDS available early next year when it’ll be 
reviewed in QXMEN.

ABOUT BELAMIONLINE.COM  
FOUNDED 16 years ago, BelAmi has 
become the defi ning ideal in male sex-
ual fantasy and the producer of some 
of the hottest and most memorable 
scenes in gay porn. Based in the fairy 
tale cities of Eastern Europe--Prague, 
Bratislava and Budapest--BelAmi con-
tinues to produce an unrivaled DVD 
collection while hosting the premiere 
mega site for gay porn on the web.
BelAmi Online packs in countless 
features, personalisation options and 
original high-defi nition web content.  
And no other site features the men of 
BelAmi, the measure of male beauty 
in adult entertainment. With its cine-
matic quality BelAmi’s presentation of 
sex is erotic performance so stunningly 
sexual and uncensored that it is seen 
as art by fans around the world.  

ABOUT COCKYBOYS...
COCKYBOYS.COM is the hottest 
and most inspired new site for high 
defi nition gay porn to have hit the 
web in years.  CockyBoys.com is 
based out of Southern California with 
Kyle Majors—the mastermind and 
Hollywood producer who started the 
edgy company in 2008—at the helm.  
Since then he has built an impressive 

catalog of the hottest new 
content in adult entertain-
ment into one of the most 
exciting and popular gay 
porn sites around.

Videos feature confi dent 
young men from around the 

west coast not pretending 
to be anything; you 

see these guys as 
they really are: no 
themes, no pretense, 
no gimmicks, just hot 
cocky men really into 
fucking and proud to 
do it for the cameras.  

Feeling Cocky?  Check 
out CockyBoys.com.

BelAmi, the European porn powerhouse, and CockyBoys.com, the American success 
story based on the West Coast of America, have released scenes from the upcoming 

DVD Cocky Friends on both BelAmiOnline.com and CockyBoys.com, 
and QXMEN can tell you that they’re hot!

Since then he has built an impressive 
catalog of the hottest new 
content in adult entertain-
ment into one of the most 
exciting and popular gay 
porn sites around.

young men from around the 
west coast not pretending 

to be anything; you 
see these guys as 
they really are: no 
themes, no pretense, 
no gimmicks, just hot 
cocky men really into 

young men from around the 
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everything you wanted 
to know about p.v.o., 
but were afraid to ask!

dec/09
j feature

everything you wanted 
to know about p.o.v. 

same but the movies are shot with 
top models in great locations with 
excellent light and sound. 
why do studios use p.o.v.?
P.O.V. really does make you feel like 
you’re more involved in the action 
and it allows you to enter further 
into the fantasy. Instead of just 
being a voyeur and watching what 
someone else has shot you get to 
feel you’re right in the heart of the 
action. It also has a greater element 
of realism and has connections with 
reality porn.
is it hard to shoot p.o.v.?
Shooting in this style is not particu-
larly easy. If models themselves are 
using a camera then they need to 
be trained in how to use a camera 
and it also helps if they are good 
at framing a shot and know what 
angles work well. They also need 
to be very steady when holding the 
camera too, especially if they are 
fucking at the same time. If you have 
a cameraman shooting the P.O.V. 
shots then you need to have models 
who are comfortable with the cam-
era and cameraman being so close 
to them. 

what p.o.v. movies are out 
already?
Compared to how huge P.O.V. is in 
the straight porn market, gay mov-
ies shot using P.O.V. are remarkably 
few. Some gay studios have tried it 
out and FreshSX have been shoot-
ing P.O.V. for the past few years, 
previously under the label FreshSX 
Real. The first FreshSX P.O.V. movie 

what does p.o.v. stand for?
P.O.V. is an acronym for Point Of 
View. 
what is p.o.v.? 
P.O.V. is a technique of filming and 
editing a movie so that it appears to 
be shot from the perspective of one 
of the characters. This means that 
the viewer will have the feeling they 

experienced the sex themselves.
where does the idea of 
p.o.v. come from?
P.O.V. shots started in 

mainstream movies right 
back in the 30s. The 1931 

film Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde was 
one of the first movies to fea-
ture P.O.V. shots. It came into 
straight porn in 1989 when 

Director John Stagliano came up 
with the idea of being in a movie 

and filming it himself at the same 
time. The viewer then felt that they 
were experiencing the sex instead 
of just watching it. Before then, in 
most porn movies, the viewer was 
unaware of the camera and would 
watch the movie as a voyeur. 
how is p.o.v. shot?
The key to shooting P.O.V. is to 
make it seem like you’re watching 
the action from one of the models’ 
view points. This can be done by 
the model holding the camera them 
self or having a cameraman shoot 
from the model’s viewpoint. When 
the model holds the camera this is 
often called Gonzo porn. The movie 
is usually made up of a lot more 
close up shots and less full body or 
wide shots.
so isn’t p.o.v. just amateur porn?
Well it can be, but there are also 

some high-quality P.O.V. porn 
movies being shot now. 

The technique 
is basically 

the 

The Technique of P.o.V. filming is finally crossing oVer inTo gay Porn. 
‘WhaT is P.o.V.?’ We hear you ask… here, James connor and andy 
o’neill from freshsX giVe you The loW doWn.
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everything you wanted 
to know about p.v.o., 
but were afraid to ask!

everything you wanted 
to know about p.o.v. 

was The XL Factor followed by Fuck 
Me 3 Way, which was easier for the 
models as there was always an extra 
model to help out with the filming. 
The huge hit Straight Guys Fuck also 
had the models film themselves. 
In fact, the filming technique made 
Matt Hughes’ 11” monster look 
even bigger than ever! The final 
FreshSX Real movie Dads Fuck Lads 
was also filmed P.O.V. style. Now 
most FreshSX movies are filmed 
partly using P.O.V. to give the feel-
ing that you are not just watching a 
movie but are part of it too. 
what comes next for p.o.v.?
Whether more gay studios take up 
P.O.V. remains to be seen. FreshSX 
now shoot a lot of P.O.V. sequences 
and our latest releases Straight Guys 
Fuck Harder and Dads Fuck Lads 2 
feature P.O.V. shots throughout 
the movie. We’re also already plan-
ning a very exciting project entirely 
based on P.O.V to be released early 
next year… Details coming soon in 
QXMEN magazine!
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Closed: Xmas day, Boxing Day, New Years Eve, New Years Day  

Open: 24th December: 10am-6pm ★ Xmas Day: Closed ★ Boxing Day: Closed ★ New Years Eve: 10am-6pm ★ New Years Day: Closed
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DARK ROOM
FROM hot directing 
duo Steve Cruz and Leif 
Gobo comes their sixth 
title for Mustang Studios, 
DARK ROOM, a twisted 
voyeur’s fantasy of depraved 
masculine sex on demand. 
The cast features hot as hell 
Mustang Exclusive Samuel 
Colt, an athlete who gets 
abducted and overpowered, 
Johnny Gunn who stars in 
his fi rst gang-bang orgy and 
gets double fucked, Alessio 
Romero, Tyler Saint, Tristan 
Jaxx, Sean Everett, and new-
comers Draven Torres, Tom Wolfe, Roman Wright and Fabio Stallone. 

✪ Enter the Dark Room at www.falconstudios.com.

OC
T/

09

✪NEW CUMMERS
NEW AND UPCOMING RELEASES THAT LOOK HOT!

DEC/09

INSATIABLE
ONCE again, Eurocreme treat us to a bunch of sexy South African 

studs in INSATIABLE. 
QXMEN favourite, the 
delectable Kurt Rogers, 
heads the cast and through 
his insatiable appetite for 
sex takes us on a journey 
which throws up cop sex, 
amazing four-way orgies 
and also introduces us to 
the sexy stud on the DVD’s 
cover, Dan Steele. Also 
featuring Dillon Buck, Doug 
Ruffman, Chase, Marc Rush 
and Lee Lyken, this movie’s a 
fuck-fest to rival all others.

✪ Go see at www.eurocreme.tv 
or buy at www.eurocreme.com.

GRIDIRON GANG BANG
THE NFL season has started in the 
US and as a result we’re treated to 
a feast of hot American Football 
themed porn fi lms. Channel 1 
Releasing brings us the incred-
ible GRIDIRON GANG BANG, a 
100-minute fuck-a-thon from start 
to fi nish. Directed by outrageous 
director Chi Chi LaRue, the movie 
stars C1R Exclusives Vance Winter, 
Mitchell Rock, Cameron Marshall, 
Jeremy Bilding and Johnny 
Hazzard and sees 
Vance take on the 
whole football 
team in the sweaty 
locker-room.

Availa
ble at 

PROWLER, 

EXPECTATIONS 

and all g
ood 

video stockists.

HARD FRICTION
SEXY furry fuckers and real life boyfriends Steve Cruz and Bruno 
Bond turn up the heat with 
the fi rst release from their 
brand new studio. HARD 
FRICTION features a veri-
table feast of sexy, mascu-
line men including Alessio 
Romero, Craig Reynolds, 
Derrek Diamond and Dominic 
Pacifi co fucking their way 
through six scenes entitled 
Hard, Slurp! Knock, Ride, 
Strap, Flex. This is a limited 
DVD run, so when it’s sold 
out it’ll no longer be available 
in DVD format.

✪ Get your copy at 
www.ragingstallion.com.
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Plastic Ivy 
Sauna

www.plasticivy.co.uk
Yorkshire's busiest gay/bi sauna

33 Leeds Road, Dewsbury WF12 7BB

01924 455 600

10 YeaR anniveRsaRY.
a big thank you to all our customers
Come down on sunday 6th December

Discounted entry all day
Free buffet (served at 3pm)

Free life membership to new customers
Guaranteed 1 or more free entry passes 

in all lockers
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If I were to say to you, “Are your underpants gay?” 
you’d have to say yes. For nearly 25 years 

underpants have been marketed primarily at us, the reason being that 
where gay men lead, straight men follow. Does this mean that ten years 
from now Mr Average Family Man will be wearing Joe Snyder’s Bulge 
Enhancement Bikini Briefs? Possibly. Take a look around your health club 
changing room and you’ll see men of all ages pulling on designer knickers.

 It wasn’t like that in the old days when husbands dutifully wore whatever 
their wives had chosen at Marks & Spencer. To celebrate this gay break-
through let’s take a closer look at what’s underneath our trousers. There 
isn’t a moment to lose. 2009 marks the 75th anniversary of the arrival of 
Y-fronts, the biggest revolution in male underwear.
1934 was basically year dot in the history of underpants. Previously 
they were kept under the counter with the marital aids. It wasn’t the 
done thing even to discuss underwear and just the mention of the word 
“bloomers” would bring the house down at the Giggleswick Empire. Also, 
where men’s knickers were concerned, there was no point in putting 
them on display. They weren’t a pretty sight. Little thought went into 
their design, which hadn’t changed much in hundreds of years.

Men haven’t always worn underpants. We did in the Middle Ages, when 
the drawers under skirts and tunics were called “braies.” But we didn’t 
from the 14th century, when doublet and hose became the fashion. Then 
drawers returned in the 17th century with the introduction of breeches. 
There was no recognised pattern. Undergarments were just knocked up 
by the womenfolk out of cotton or linen or, for My Lord or Your Grace, 
silk. But the arrival of cotton mills in the 1770s allowed mass-produced 
undies. They were on shopping lists from the 1830s. In 1868 the red flan-
nel union suit was produced to keep out the cold. It was a one-piece gar-
ment that covered the whole body. But it may not have caught on in the 
UK. We recognise it mostly from Westerns in which cowboys kept their 
union suits on in the bath. 
Up until this time underwear was loose-fitting, which meant that riding 
a bicycle over cobblestones could be painful. In 1874 C.F. Bennett of the 
Chicago company Sharp and Smith solved this problem by designing a 
support for male genitals. Because it was intended to be worn beneath 
conventional underpants, it didn’t have a back. The garment in question 
was of course the jock strap although that name wasn’t used until 1897 
and the item has been sold to this day as an “athletic supporter.” But 
come on. Underpants that leave your bum hanging out? They had gay 
fashion accessory written all over them.

sUPPORTING 
   THE WORKERs: 
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Form-fitting undershorts were first manufactured in 1900 by the 
Louisiana company Bossier. After boxing specialist Everlast began mak-
ing them in 1925, they gradually became known as boxers (but they 
still stretched halfway to the knee). Long johns may also have a boxing 
connection. In 1915 the cumbersome union suit was divided into two 
parts, vest and long underpants. The latter may have been dubbed “long 
johns” after boxer John L. Sullivan (1858-1915), known for wearing 
something similar in the ring. They’re the underwear you really wish 
you hadn’t put on when it looks like somebody’s going to come back to 
yours for the night.

And so to Y-fronts, invented by Coopers of Chicago and branded 
“Jockey”, their official name to this day. When we dismiss something use-
less as “pants”, it’s hard to believe we’re implying that Y-fronts have no 
use. They’re a design classic, unlikely ever to be improved. Not only do 
they fit snugly around the whole mid-section, holding everything in place, 
the overlapping fly allows easy access and yet stops your dick from falling 
out. Because the design’s patented, rival manufacturers have always strug-
gled to come up with an alternative opening. Nothing they’ve tried has 
been as good. The only flaw is that all Y-fronts are made for right-handed 
men. The fault was remedied earlier this year by Hom, which tried out a 
horizontal fly.
Men’s underpants became fashionable from the 1950s, so much so that if 
a silly ass in a comedy dropped his trousers revealing huge undershorts, 
usually white with red polka dots, the audience fell about at the fashion 
faux pas. In the 1960s hipster trousers, slung around the hips not the 
waist, required a new trend in minimal underwear, the hipster brief, too 
small to have a fly. It was a gay style, but an unforgiving one unless you 
were built like Twiggy. Consequently when American gay porn began to 
take off in the 1970s, muscled models were issued with standard white 
Jockeys, a tradition that inspired the phrase “tightie whities.” 
Gay underwear: when did it start? As usual, there’s nothing new under 
the sun. J.C. Leyendecker (1874-1951) was a rich and famous commercial 
artist in the U.S in the 1920s, when he used his lover, Charles Beach, as 
a model for Arrow shirts. Leyendecker drew underwear ads in 1911. But 
underpants went officially gay in 1985, when Nick Kamen took off his 
Levis jeans in a launderette revealing white boxers. The commercial brief-
ly made boxers more popular than briefs. ““All the underwear trends 
started in the 1980s with the gay market,” says Elisabeth Eliasson of Bjorn 
Borg. “They wanted to have innovative products.”
In the early 1990s, when Mark Wahlberg (then a not very good rapper 
called Marky Mark) appeared on billboards in nothing but his Calvin Klein 
underpants, homo-eroticism became big business. Since then underwear 
ads – notably David Beckham’s for Emporio Armani – have been even 
more...er...upfront. The styles being sold are generally Y-front/boxer 
hybrids, with names like boxer briefs and jersey trunks. But they tend not 
to have fly openings, which many men don’t like. There’s even a website, 
www.yfrontsfans.co.uk, which only has pictures of men in Y-fronts. “I 
used to have the paisley type and now they’re a big turn-on for me,” 
writes Dave.
The latest development is what the trade calls “bulge enhancement briefs.” 
C-in2 first marketed a brief with a pouch that lifted the package forward. 

But this now seems primitive compared to the MANstore Thriller Lasso 
Pant and the Eros Veneziani Sospensorio Jock. These and other devices use 
apertures and cock rings that thrust your family jewels so far forward that 
your bulge enters the room before you do. These feats of engineering don’t 
come cheap. The Hom Crystal Maxi-Clearance retails at £45. But this is 
peanuts compared to the most expensive pair of underpants in the world. 

Andy Warhol’s customised Y-fronts, exhibited at the touring Evolution of 
Underwear exhibition, have been valued at £204,000.
In case you thought that the QXMEN staff wear only top end of the 
range, state of the art drawers, think again. A quick straw poll of the 
office revealed 2 Calvin Kleins, 2 Marks ‘n’ Sparks, 1 Tommy Hilfiger, 1 
2(x)ist and 1H&M. But we’re all sitting comfortably, thank you.

j Like men in underwear? Try www.mensunderwearblog.com
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X  THE TEN 
FACES 
OF FRED 
FAURTIN

Fans of the gorgeous French porn star Fred Faurtin will love 
this stunning new photobook by French artists Exterface. 
It’s called X, The Ten Faces of Fred Faurtin, and is the 
result of ten months of work with Fred on themes 
such as seduction and conquest. Seduced by his 
charm and his powerful sex appeal, Exterface 
chooses Fred Faurtin as the main fi gure of this new 
production and in over one hundred pictures he’s 
joined by men and women, including François Sagat 
and Vin Costes. 

QXMEN has two 
copies of X, The Ten 
Faces of Fred Faurtin 
up for grabs. To be 
in with a chance of 
winning one send an 

email to editorial@qxmen.
com placing FRED FAURTIN 
in the subject fi eld, along 
with your name and contact 
details, or post your answer 
to QXMEN, Fred Faurtin 
Competition, 23 Denmark 
Street, London WC2H 8NH. 
Entries to be in by 8th January 
2010 when the winners 
will drawn at random. The 
competition’s open to UK 
residents only.

W
IN

! 

AVAILABLE FROM

www.exterface.com 

AND
www.

editionsnemomedia.
com/exterface
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www.
jdlforleather.co.uk

VISIT THIS WEBSITE 
FOR OUR RANGE OF 

QUALITY 
LEATHER CLOTHING, 
ACCESSORIES, TOYS, 

AND GREAT LOW-PRICE 
AROMA DEALS

FOR A FREE CATALOGUE 
CALL 

01782 518564 OR
E-MAIL

jdlforleather@talktalk.net
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BENIDORM OLD TOWN… 
EUROPE'S BEST VALUE FOR MONEY,

GAY DESTINATION
WITH OVER THIRTY GAY AND GAY-RUN BUSINESSES, 

BENIDORM IS BEING HAILED AS 
‘EUROPE’S NUMBER ONE GAY RESORT’. 

Year round sunshine . Over 7km of sandy beaches  

Secluded nudist beaches . Countless bars and cafes 

Nightclubs . Gay saunas

Adult shops and boutiques . Beautiful countryside

Stunning mountains . Picturesque towns

3, COMPANY BAR
Calle San Miguel, 16
5, PAPAGAYO
Calle Alicante, 11                   
18, THE TERRACE BAR
Avenida Murcia 
(Yellow Brick Road).
1, VIVA
Calle Alicante, 41
8, CASPER’S
Calle San Miguel, 9
9, DOMINO
Calle San Miguel.                                    
19, KLEE KAFEE 
Calle Del Pal, 9

7, MEN ONLY
Calle Cuatro Cantons
13, MICHAEL’S 
RESTAURANT
Calle La Biga, 15 
14, THE LOOK
Carrer De La Santa 
Faç, 12
15, H2O SAUNA
Tomas Ortuño, 46
11, PANEILS RESTAURANT
Calle La Palma. (0034) 
965 850 585
6, BABYLON
Calle Alicante, 28
2, MERCURY
Calle Alicante, 10

17, KINGS & QUEENS 
Calle Santa Faz, 31
12, HAPPY HANDBAG 
Calle San Vicente
16, BEARS BAR 
Plaza Constitución, 9
4, WHITE DOVE 
Calle La Palma

Website:
LIVE THE DREAM - 
BENIDORM
(0034) 638 813 694 
benidormsales@
gmail.com

Flights to Alicante from UK airports depart every day of the week. 

For more info and up to the minute special offers, check out 
www.realbenidorm.net - the best site on the net for all things Benidorm. 

What are you waiting for? Book your fl ights now!

Contact Mark Stallard for businesses for sale: www.spainbusinessguide.
com & benidormsales@gmail.com, www.realbenidorm.net for all things 
benidorm and www.benidormhotmale.com for up to date info.

Special thanks to benidormhotmale.
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BASIC JOCK SERGEJ £16.99£28.99 (TWIN PACK)

LACE JOCK IGOR £26.99 

(TWIN PACK)

LACE JOCK ALEXANDER £24.99

CROSS JOCK BORIS £19.99
CROSS JOCK BORIS £19.99

WIN! Courtesy 
of Prowler Stores we’ve 
got twin pack of the 
sexy Berlin Segey jock 
strap up for grabs. To 
be in with a chance of 
winning it just answer 
this simple question. 
Which activity would 
you normally wear 
a jock strap for? A, 
baking B, sports or C, 
knitting. Email your 
answer to editorial@
qxmen.com placing 
Berlin Jock Competition 
in the subject fi eld, 
along with your name, 
contact details and 
size (small , medium or 
large). Alternatively you 
can post your answer 
to QXMEN, Berlin 
Jock Competition, 
23 Denmark Street, 
London WC2H 8NH. 
Entries to arrive by 8th 
January 2010 and the 
winner will drawn at 
random. Competition 
open to UK residents 
only.  

YOU KNOW YOU WANT IT!

✪ RETAIL

WIR LIEBEN 
BERLIN JOCK 
STRAPS!
WE love this hot new range of jockstraps 
from Berlin at Prowler Stores. Available 
in sexy black and virginal white, they’re 
the perfect packaging for a hot bubble 
butt. 

✪ Available in Prowler Stores 
nationwide, Expectations and online at 
www.prowlerdirect.co.uk.
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Fetish Freak thank all o
ur customers for th

eir c
ontinued 

support a
nd wish you all a

 very Merry
 Christmas 

and a filthy New Year!

SM GAYS: CP & FLOGGING H 19/11/2009
THE HOIST, ARCHES 47C, SOUTH LAMBETH ROAD, VAUXHALL, LONDON SW8 1RH

With public paranoia of sadomasochistic practices at an all time high, and 
amendments to the Criminal Justice and immigration Act making many 
SM activities illegal, anyone on the scene, or new to the scene, can find 
no better source of information on what we can (legally) do to one another 
than SM Gays, the not-for-profit social and educational group for gay men 
interested in consensual, sexual sadomasochism. they have a great online 
resource (smgays.org), and every month hold a Discovery Night at the Hoist 
where you can learn more about SM techniques and meet other people with 
similar interests, and as it is ‘educational’, there is no membership require-
ment or dress code. We popped along last week for the ever popular ‘C.P. 
& Flogging’ theme night where demonstrators were on hand to show safe 
techniques for caning, spanking, flogging and more, and we did notice the 
crowd have taken on a younger slant than previously with many cute new-
comers being shown the ropes (or the tip of a tawse). in fact so busy was 
the early evening event that the venue had to open up arch 2, which allowed 
for yet more meat and greet opportunities and the chance to put in to prac-
tice anything you had just learnt. Ow, my bottom hurts just thinking about it! 

www.smgays.org

LONDON FETISH

WORDS AND PHOTOS©CHRISJEPSON.COM
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 HUSTLABALL BERLIN 2009
IN OCTOBER, the cream of the gay adult industry along with hustlers, hookers and a feast of porn stars 
gathered in Berlin for the 2009 HustlaBall. This year the event moved to a brand new location, larger and 
more spectacular than in previous years, The Old Mint, in downtown Berlin. One of the most hotly antici-
pated events of the gay adult industry’s calendar, this year’s Berlin HustlaBall did not disappoint. Kicking 
off the proceedings, and a highlight of this year’s event, were the fi rst annual HustlaBall Awards which 
honoured the hottest porn stars and best movies from Europe and worldwide. Alex Stevens was crowned 
Best European Actor for his role in Eurocreme’s Porn Boy, which also picked up a gong for its sexy cover. 
Bulldogpit’s Sex Pit Sluts won Best European Film, while the sexy Fred Faurtin was voted Best Top. For a 
full list of winners, check out the website. The cream of today’s hottest porn stars had been unleashed for 
the Hustlaball and included Ricky Sinz, Adam Killian, Vinnie D’Angelo and Logan McCree. Some were there 
just to party and be seen, but Tom Weise, Hustlaball’s founder, had organised what seemed like back-
to-back performances, and the crowd were kept salivating from the off with XXX-rated performances 
throughout the night.

CHECK WWW.HUSTLABALL.EU FOR DETAILS OF NEXT YEAR’S HUSTLABALL.
IMAGES©CHRISJEPSON.COM
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YOU KNOW YOU WANT IT!

✪ RETAIL
DEC/09

RoB London, 24 Wells Street, London W1T 3PH
Tel: 020 3073 1010 
Email: london@rob.nl  
Mon - Sat 11am-7pm, Sun 12pm-5pm

RoB Manchester, 17 China Lane, Manchester M1 2EL
Tel: 0161 236 6222 
Email: manchester@rob.nl  
Mon - Sat 11am-7pm, Sun 12pm-5pm

www.rob.eu ★ www.f-wear.com 

F-WEAR – THE BEST CLOTHING FOR THE PIG IN ALL OF US!

RoB has worked hard to fi nd a range of gear that will stand up to the ruff and tumble of serious PIG play-
ers, and the answer is F-wear. Exclusive to RoB shops, the range includes great fi tting jocks and chaps, 
jeans with front and full zips, jogging pants and even uniform shirts. Everything is made to RoB’s exacting 
standards and unlike some cheaper imports, will not let you down after just a couple of wears. F-wear is 
breathable and waterproof and is safe to use with all lubricants, including oil-based products and unlike 
rubber clothing it doesn’t need to be carefully stored or powdered and polished. In fact, to keep your 
F-wear gear as good as new, simply machine wash it in warm water with a regular washing detergent and 
then hang it out to dry or put it in a dryer on a low setting. 

✪ F-wear is available in all RoB shops and online this Christmas.
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ONLY 5p per minute

MEETMEET
MENMEN
NOW!NOW!

OVER 18 ONLY

18+ CALLS CHARGED AT 6p PER MINUTE AT ALL TIMES FROM A 
BT LANDLINE. NETWORK EXTRAS APPLY. LIVE CALLS RECORDED. 
SERVICE PROVIDED BY EURO-WORLDWIDE MEDIA LTD. 
HELP DESK NUMBER 0870 345 6622

0871 600 6666                                                                                   

Choose from 
hundreds of guys:

Regular guys »
Skins »
Chavs »
Bears »
Fit lads »
Hundreds of guys  »

on line! 

All Regions Buzzing:
London »
South East »
Midlands »
Wales »
South West »
Northen England »
Ireland »
Scotland »

6p
per minute

LIVE 1-2-1 CHAT - MAIL BOXES
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VOICEMAIL BOXESVOICEMAIL BOXES

Over 18. Costs 5p per min at all times from a BT landline.
Other networks may vary.Helpdesk call 0870 345 8195

BOYS OWN18+

MEET GUYS
FROM ALL OVER THE UK

LIVE 1-2-1 CHAT

0844 999 9999ONLY 5p per minute

Choose from 
hundreds of guys:

Regular guys »
Skins »
Chavs »
Bears »
Fit lads »
Hundreds of guys  »

on line! 
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◗NOVICE PUMPER
M, 69, seeks experienced pump-
using M for fun times. South London. 
☎373650
◗FUN-LOVING
M, 42, 5’8”, into underwear & water-
sports. Seeks hunky couple for fun 
times. West London. ☎276634
◗GENUINE, LOVING
M, 50, into cinema, seeks kind, caring 
guy, 35-50, for proper relationship. 
Middx. ☎654789
◗SARTORIALLY YOURS
Suited City profess, young 41, 5’10”, 
into cinema, theatre, concerts, restau-
rants & gym. Seeks good-looking M, 
20s, for 1-2-1. North London. ☎642091
◗PASSIVE, CROSS-DRESSING
M, 44, seeks suit-wearing M for water-
sports & fantasy games. West London. 
☎268461
◗VERY HEAVY-CUMMING
M, 60, 6’2”, medium build, shaved 
head, HIV+, own house, likes travel, 
smoking & drinking. Looking for guy, 
18-40, for friendship & relationship. 
Chiswick. ☎596808
◗DOVER SOUL MATE
White M, 63, seeks small, passive 
black M, 20-30, for fun times, maybe 
more. Dover/South East. ☎653831
◗RUBBER/LEATHER LAD
Oral specialist, 48, seeks guys 
into leather & rubber. Can travel. 
Inverness/Anywhere. ☎656998
◗DYNAMIC BLACK
M, 49, seeks genuine, fl exible guy to 
share the smooth, the rough & lasting, 
loving relationship. South London. 
☎758361
◗SEE WHAT DEVELOPS
Blond, blue-eyed, clean-shaven & ver-
satile M, 44, 6’, likes football, cinema, 
photography & social drinks. WLTM 
honest, similar-minded M. Southall. 
☎562819
◗BISEXUAL EXHIBITIONIST
M, 48, 6’, 8”, into oral & porn. Seeks 
M for good times. West London. 
☎148763
◗DOMINANT
M, 41, 5’8”, muscular build, into leath-
er, seeks submissive M, under 40, for 
good times. Swindon. ☎577635
◗PASSIVE
M, 23, 5’9”, seeks active, endowed guy 
for fun sessions. Surrey. ☎973130

◗ONE FROM THE HEART
Genuine M, 40s, 5’7”, partially disa-
bled, occasional cross-dresser, likes 
telly, music, fi lm, pubs & clubs. WLTM 
masculine M, 20s-30s, for relationship. 
Huddersfi eld. ☎324804
◗DON’T MAKE ME WAIT
Fit, sub white guy, 30s, likes cinema. 
Seeks active black guy for fun times. 
London. ☎567987
◗GET BACK
Adventurous bisexual M, 37, 5’7”, 
GSOH, seeks hermaphrodite or black/
asian M for fun times. Sunderland. 
☎186160

◗WHERE’S THE PARTY?
Straight-acting white M, 37, 5’7”, 
brown hair, blue eyes, seeks M, 30-45. 
Sunderland. ☎896875
◗BLUE-EYED, HONEST
M, 43, 5’6”, seeks passionate guy 
for friendship & relationship. Essex. 
☎670132
◗SIMPLY THIS
Fit, muscular M, 60, into kilts, looking 
for similar. Herts/Beds. ☎398549
◗VERY NAUGHTY
M, 38, seeks experienced, strict older 
M to administer a jolly good spanking. 
Croydon. ☎355098
◗EASY-GOING, SLIM
M, 44, into most things, seeks M for 
good times. North West London. 
☎140230
◗DARK-HAIRED
M, 35, 5’6”, cuddly build, looking for 
well-endowed black M for fun & maybe 
more. South London. ☎154682
◗MORE THAN A FEELING
Tall, slim, loving, caring M, 37, loves 
romantic beach walks. Seeks M, 
22-30, to share love & life. St. Albans. 
☎859893

◗ALL MY COLOURS
Slim M, 55, 5’9”, into yellow & brown, 
seeks M into same. Bristol. ☎841525
◗DECENT BLACK
M, 59, 5’9”, seeks similar M for friend-
ship, good times & more. Mancs. 
☎579880
◗BLACK, GAY
M, 41, seeks white, active M for fun & 
friendship+. Scotland. ☎785275
◗SEEKING SOULMATE
Down-to-earth, HIV-Positive M, 47, 
seeks similar-minded, HIV-Positive M, 
for friendship & potential serious rela-
tionship. Penzance ☎87063

◗EASY-GOING
M, 53, 5’6”, looking for clean-shaven, 
slim, n/s M, 50s, for good times & 
more. South London. ☎621224
◗GENUINE COUPLE
Two Ms, 60s, seeks Ms for good 
friendship & fun times. Wilts. ☎551901
◗HONEST, GAY
M, 47, WLTM M, 65+, for pleasure & 
more. Berks. ☎964564
◗BE MY GUEST
Dom M, 44, into bondage & CP, invites 
sub M to convince him he’s worthy of 
a response. Age/race unimportant. 
Must be able to accommodate. Essex. 
☎397600
◗LOVING
M, 42, 5’6”, smooth, seeks nice M 
for love & proper relationship. Lancs. 
☎748982
◗QUIET, GENUINE
M, 43, nice-looking, n/s, likes travel, 
eating out & the countryside. Seeks 
guy, 35-49, for friendship & further. 
Mids. ☎670632
◗DENIM ELLIOT
M, 45. Seeks fun and friendship with M 
in nice tight jeans. Aberdeen. ☎729670

◗HONEST, BROWN-LOVING
M, 44, average build, HIV+, seeks M 
for brown fun. Scotland. ☎814085
◗SLAVISH
M, 22, seeks nice guy, 18-30, for regu-
lar, brown & yellow fun. Edinburgh. 
☎799756
◗SLIM, FIT
M, 63, seeks couple for rimming fun. 
South London. ☎345532
◗UP FOR ANYTHING
Independent, fi t, active M, own home, 
likes socialising, opera, cinema, riding 
motorcycle. Seeks Ms, 18-55, for regu-
lar sessions & one night stands. South 
East. ☎446346
◗TELL ME WHEN
Versatile, passive gay M, mid 50s, 
seeks very dom, active gay M or 
couple, 40-63, for fun & friendship, per-
haps more. Devon. ☎106802
◗IN-BETWEEN DAYS
Versatile gay M, 50s, seeks dominant, 
active couple for friendship & fun 
times. Devon. ☎4434421
◗GREEN-EYED HUNK
Green-eyed, muscular, passive M, 26, 
5’10, seeks fi t, active & dominant M. 
Central London. ☎921920
◗MATURE, SUBMISSIVE
M, 59, stocky build, into rubber, leather 
& medical. Seeks M for good times. 
North london. ☎783691
◗BAD BOY
M, young 61, 5’6, slim & smooth, into 
rubber, leather, spanking & water-
sports. Seeks similar. Clapton, East 
London. ☎149344
◗INDEPENDENT GUY
Mature, fi t, open-minded, experienced 
M, 60, loves life. Seeks M, 18-50, for 
friendship & fun. Eastbourne. ☎956142
◗THE LENGTHS PEOPLE GO TO
Passive black M, 35, medium build, 
seeks well-endowed white M, 25-45, 
for fun times. London. ☎980289
◗RIMMING WITH ENTHUSIASM
Fit M, 49, rugby fan, into body contact 
& deep rimming. Seeks rugby-player or 
body builder, 14 stone+, for fun times. 
Essex/London. ☎642886
◗HORNY, HAIRY-CHESTED
Bloke, 45, 6’2”, seeks active M for hot 
fun & further. Essex. ☎898051
◗GENUINE
M, 50, WLTM M, with leather & denim, 
for good times. Dundee. ☎799566

◗SECONDS AWAY
Relaxed, solvent M, 56, GSOH, 
into wrestling, massage, good food, 
walking, gardening, pubs, history & 
cinema. WLTM fi t M, 18-35, for fun+. 
Northumberland. ☎975891
◗DEEP THROATER
60, in need of regular vitamin shots, 
seeks help from heavily tattooed studs 
in converse all star high tops. London. 
☎105454
◗BUTT
M, 51, seeks men with muscular, prod-
truding or bubble butts for deep rim-
ming. Benfl eet, Essex. ☎135195
◗YOU’RE THE BOSS
Gay M, bottom looking for hard tops. 
Seeks active, dominant M, 18-55. 
Grangemouth. ☎942060
◗GOT WHAT IT TAKES?
Attractive passive black M, 35, seeks 
well-endowed white M, 35-45. West 
London. ☎295819
◗CLEAN, TIDY
M, 47, 6’, medium build, well-endowed, 
into jocks & briefs. Seeks couples for 
fun times. Exeter. ☎905564
◗DRESS ME UP
Bi CD M, 29, 5’4, straight-acting in civ-
vies, likes to dress up femme, WLTM 
M who can also accommodate for fun 
times. Feltham, Middlesex. ☎183402
◗FEELING’S MUTUAL
Medium-built, hairy chested M, 44, 
seeks masculine guys for mutual 
adult fun. Dagenham, East London. 
☎100014
◗HONEST
M, 25, 5’9”, likes pubs, clubs & good 
times. Seeks M, 25-40, for all this & 
much more. Notts. ☎653509
◗FUN, YOUNG
M, 18, seeks M, 19-28, for oral good 
times & more. Edinburgh. ☎250938
◗STRONG, LOVING
M, 38, seeks tall, dark M, 40-45, 
for loving relationship. Hartlepool. 
☎712375

QUEER CONTACTS INSTRUCTIONS

TO PLACE A FREE AD CALL

0808 100 4806
Become a member of Queer Contacts today! Call for free to leave your 
advert for print and record a description of yourself.

TO REPLY TO ADS CALL

0906 753 4490*
Call and enter the six digit box number of the advertisers you are inter-
ested in, then leave them a message! 

TO HEAR REPLIES CALL

0906 831 2232*
You will need your Box and pin number.
*CALL COSTS: 09067 numbers cost 75p per minute at all times, 09068 numbers cost 60p per minute at all times
(BT Premium Rates).  Please note Payphones & non BT network providers may charge higher rates. 

Service supplied by Advanced Telecom Services, PO Box 788, London EC1V 7ZA. This is a UK only service.
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Find a guy in minutes. 
Local guys - Voicemail/Pic options - Easy to use.

TEXT: QX to 69866
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* CALL COSTS: 09067 numbers cost 75p per minute at all times, 09068 numbers cost 60p per minute at all times  (BT Premium Rates).  Please note Payphones & non BT network providers may charge higher rates. 
guideLineS: Arrange meetings in public places. Don’t give your address until you are sure that you want to continue the relationship. Trust your instincts and don’t meet again if you have any doubts. On your first meeting, it is best to 
make your own way to and from the venue. Leave details of your meeting with family or friends when seeing a respondent for the first time. We reserve the right to refuse any advert at our discretion. 
Service supplied by Advanced Telecom Services, PO Box 788, London eC1V 7ZA. This is a uK only service.
disclaimer: Firststar Ltd assumes no liability for the content of, or reply to any personal advertisement. The advertiser assumes complete liability for the content of all replies to any advertisement or recorded message and for any claims 
made against Firststar Ltd as a result thereof. The advertiser agrees to indemnify and hold Firststar Ltd harmless from all costs, expenses (including our solicitors fees), liabilities and damages resulting from or caused by the publication or 
recording placed by the advertiser or any reply to such advertisement. By using Queer Contacts, the advertiser agrees not to leave his/her telephone number, last name, or address in his/her voice greeting message. Your ad will remain 
live on the database until you choose to remove it. To delete your ad please call 0871 220 2891 (10p per min from BT Landlines).

wSLEAZY, FIT
M, 42, seeks well-hung M for dirty ses-
sions. Cheshire. %219188
wPLAYING AROUND
M, 52, DIY fan into toys WLTM similar-
minded M to explore & experiment 
with. South East London. %116921
wA LITTLE RESPECT
Slim, tall, open M, 39, into surfing 
& Speedos, WLTM out & proud M 
for long-term relationship & mutual 
respect. Bristol. %132444
wALL TIED UP
M, 64, WLTM slim, smooth M for 
spanking & bondage fun. Edgware. 
%234801
wSUITS YOU?
Suited, dark-haired, dark-eyed M, 
young-looking 40, 5’10”, slim-medium 
build, WLTM M for regular adult fun. 
Enfield. %639531
wMAYBE MORE?
Shaven-headed, stocky white M, 55, 
WLTM similar M, under 60, for fun, 
friendship & maybe more. Luton. 
%568807
wSERIOUSLY
M, 42, 6’, likes cinema, photography & 
eating out, WLTM M, 35-45, for seri-
ous relationship. East London/Essex. 
%175457
wGET IT LICKED
M, 41, WLTM stocky, hairy or mature 
M, 50+ for rimming fun. Must be dis-
creet & genuine, no strings. Ealing. 
%130255

wAFFABLE
M, 22, slim build, seeks dominant M for 
good times+. Dorset. %475035
wGENUINE
Couple, 50s, seek Ms, couples for 
friendship, outings, etc. Wilts. %913500
wSLIM, PASSIVE
M, 49, seeks well-endowed M for good 
fun & further. West London. %540649
wRELAXED, EASY-GOING
Australian M, 33, muscular, passive, 
WLTM active, muscular black or Latino 
M, preferably uncut but not essential, 
for regular fun & meets. West London. 
%219400
wHONEST COUPLE
African M, 38, & hairy, Irish M, 48, 
seek top black guy for fun times. South 
London. %516636
wACTIVE, FIT
M, 41, 5’10”, Geordie, HIV+, seeks 
cross-dressing M for hard sessions & 
good times. South London. %315234
wBE MY GIRL!
Medium-built M, 60, likes athletics, 
pubs & going out. Seeks cross dress-
er, she-male or TV to be girlfriend. 
Birmingham. %362326
wDARK & DELICIOUS PLEASE
Genuine M, 32, can accommodate, 
up for a drink. Seeks black M for fun. 
Brockenhurst. %912824
wONE TO BE WATCHED?
Voyeur seeks couples & groups. Will 
join in to second rim. %161015
wCITY BOY LOOKING FOR YOU!
Sincere M, 32, likes socialising, 
meals, cinema & holidays. Seeks M, 
30-40, for partner to settle down with. 
Westcliff. %810366
wVERSATILE
M, 48, 6’2”, medium build, well-
endowed, seeks well-endowed M for 
good fun & more. Soton. %316810
wGENUINE, HORNY
M, 49, WLTM M for spanking sessions 
& lots more. South London. %665848
wSLIM, FIT
Guy, 37, smooth body, love guys in 
underwear. Looking to meet up a 
few times a month with similar guys. 
Guildford. %147045

Customer Services:
FAQs & Live Operator - 
0906 200 1036
Complaints & Service 
Provider - 0844 836 9769
Calls to 09062 cost £1 per minute at 
all times from BT landlines. Calls to 
0844 are charged at local rate, 2p per 
min from a BT landline. Please note 
that Payphones, mobile phones & 
non BT network provider charges may 
vary. Live Operators available Mon-Fri 
9am-5pm.

wYOUNG BROWN
Master looking for guys to train, 25. 
East London. %168400
wPASSIVE ASIAN
M, 35, 5’10”, likes sports, travel & cin-
ema. Seeks M, 35+, for great times & 
relationship. Ilford. %257268
wSLING MASTER SOUGHT
Active M, 45, 6’, seeks well-hung, 
active leather sling master with toys. 
Can travel. Peterborough. %269041
wBAD BOY
42, slim, 5’11”, senior-student type, 
into being disciplined & caning. WLTM 
slim M, headmaster-type, 40s. Can’t 
accommodate but will travel. Northwest 
London. %431968
wACADEMIC MAN
46, 5’10”, attractive, n/s, smart, well-
read & sociable, likes the arts, music, 
cinema, languages & fitness. WLTM 
sophisticated, cultured M, 40-50. West 
London. %583827
wMACHO
Discreet black M, 42, 6’3”, 45’ chest, 
GSOH, likes sports. WLTM similar 
M, 30+, for laid-back fun & laughter. 
Southeast London. %656435
wWELL-ENDOWED
Gay white M, 37, 6’, WLTM gay cou-
ples or friends, 20-40, for dirty fun. 
Northwest London. %423362
wACTIVE, BOTTOM
M, 45, likes anal & oral. Seeks black 
or Asian M for hard sessions. Preston. 
%657225
wSTRAIGHT-ACTING
M, 52, 5’6”, medium build, non-scene, 
seeks M for fun times & what-
ever takes your fancy. North London. 
%616714
wHEADMASTER-TYPE
M, 51, seeks naughty guy for over-the-
knee discipline. Berks. %289422
wSLIM, PASSIVE
M, 44, 5’9”, seeks dominant M for hard 
sessions & more. Essex. %897325
wGENUINE
M, 60, likes theatre, pubs & travel. 
Seeks cross-dressing M to be his his 
girlfriend. Mids. %845581
wGENUINE
M, 42, 5’10”, 13 stone, into camping, 
swimming & cycling. Seeks down-to-
earth, straight-acting M for relationship. 
Brighton. %911556
wAFFABLE
M, 65, broad-shouldered, into the arts 
& architecture. Seeks M, 30-40, for 
relationship. Reading. %653707
wINEXPERIENCED
M, 65, into brown & yellow. Seeks M, 
30-60, for fun times. North London. 
%510427
wDECENT BLACK
M, 58, 5’9”, well-built, clean-shaven, 
seeks black M, 35-50, for good times & 
more. Mancs. %730558
wFIT, MUSCULAR
M, 38, 5’6”, submissive, seeks taller 
older M for rimming & screwing ses-
sions. South London. %225433
wDOWN-TO-EARTH
M, 39, seeks good-looking M for brown 
sessions. Cambs. %723189
wVOYEURISTIC
M, 63, seeks couple to watch & join in 
with. South London. %784438
wFUN-LOVING
M, 41, 5’8”, 10 stone, seeks white M, 
under 40, for fun times & lots more. 
North London. %414061
wSUITED PROFESS
M, 39, 5’8”, into designer pants, seeks 
M for good times & more. Staffs. 
%989159
wSINCERE, CARING
M, 52, likes cooking, films, reading & 
cats. Seeks similar M for fun & possibly 
more. Lancs. %132861
wLOVING, LOYAL
M, 44, 5’5”, hazel-eyed seeks kind, 
considerate M for proper, loving rela-
tionship. Southall. %693106
wCLEAN-SHAVEN
M, 53, 6’, medium build, likes walks, 
dogs, cinema & antiques. Seeks 
tall, hairy, muscular M for hot times. 
Sheffield. %548937
wCARING, SINCERE
M, 45, 5’, blond, likes football, clubs 
& camping. Seeks slim, smooth M, 
20-27, for relationship. South East. 
%947289

wPASSIVE
M, 40, seeks M for long-term relation-
ship. Surrey. %880943
wEASY-GOING
M, 52, 6’, slim build, fit, non-scene, into 
jeans & DMs. Seeks sleazy guy for 
good times & more. Devon. %643059
wSMOOTH, SUBMISSIVE
M, 47, slim build, looking for mature 
guy for good times & lots more. 
Derbys. %812434
wDOMINANT
M, 47, 6’5”, hairy, seeks camp, 
feminine M for hard sessions. South 
London. %924045
wHONEST ASIAN
M, 38, 5’9”, good build, profess, into 
working out & chilling out. Seeks mas-
culine M, 28-43, for regular sessions. 
West London. %647673
wCITY-BASED
M, 47, seeks good-looking, smooth 
M, 18-35, for rimming & oral sessions. 
%789469
wSINCERE, LOVING
M, 34, slim build, likes meals out, wine 
& shopping. WLTM honest guy for seri-
ous relationship. Leeds. %677636
wHONEST, EASY-GOING
M, 39, likes socialising, theatre & fun 
times. Seeks M for nights out, relaxa-
tion & more. East London. %216637
wVERY CAMP, SISSY
M, 59, seeks arrogant M to use & 
abuse him. North London. %132716
wACTIVE BOTTOM
M, 41, likes anal & oral. Seeks M for 
good times & hard sessions. West 
Wales. %790218
wSUBMISSIVE
M, 48, seeks M in black waders & wel-
lies. East London. %487428
wTWO,VERSATILE
Ms, 40s, seeks M or couple for good 
fun & friendship. Essex. %376450
wQUIET BLACK
Profess M, 39, 5’8”, athletic build, likes 
cycling, singing & squash. Seeks simi-
lar guy for friendship, relationship & 
everything. South London. %609979
wSUBMISSIVE, FAT
M, 43, seeks dominant non-white M 
for fun times & more. South London. 
%361356
wDOWN-TO-EARTH, PASSIVE
M, 33, honest, caring, seeks M, 
20-40s, for dates, getting to know 
& soul connection. East London. 
%952970
wVERY FIT
M, 38, 6’, straight-acting, seeks M for 
toilet fun & extreme sessions. Herts. 
%748352
wPASSIVE
M, 35, 5’10”, seeks active, well-
endowed M for fun times. West 
London. %992621
wDIRTY, CHEESY
Feet, socks & cock lover, 39, also into 
rimming, sweaty arses & deep throat. 
Seeks like-minded M for dirty sessions. 
Yorks. %411613
wVERY FIT BLACK
M, 42, 6’1”, seeks big-footed white 
guy for oral pleasures. South East. 
%524558
wBIG BEAR
, 61, 5’11”, into oral, motorbikes & days 
out. Seeks M, 18-50, for sex & more. 
East Sussex. %486581
wPRETTY, FEMININE
M, 33, 5’8”, slim build, smooth, into the 
gym, seeks older M for good times & 
more. North London. %602275
wSMART, FUN-LOVING
M, 40, 5’7”, hazel eyes, seeks M for 
friendship & hopefully love. Mancs. 
%248733
wBOYISH, PASSIVE
M, 37, 5’7”, fit, tanned, likes clubs, 
seeks active M, 30-45, for hot times & 
more. North London. %900579
wFIT, DIRTY
M, 38, into yellow & toilet play. Seeks 
like-minded M for dirty times. Herts. 
%759961
wVERY STRICT
M, 61, seeks submissive, clean-shav-
en M for complete control. Portsmouth. 
%668547
wORAL-LOVING
M, 48, looking for M for wellington 
boots & rubber fetish fun. London. 
%517092

wFIT, SLIM BLOND
M, 37, 6’, likes the gym, leather, rubber 
& bondage. Seeks similar guy, 36-47, 
for good times & more. Cornwall. 
%134557
wMASTERFUL, AVUNCULAR
M, 48, into roleplay, seeks M, novice 
or experienced, for spanking sessions. 
Berks. %636035
wHONEST,
M, 43, former sub, wishes to become 
top, seeks M to experiment. East 
Anglia. %346465
wSMOOTH, FIRM
M, 47, 5’11”, 13 stone, cropped, seeks 
active, masculine M for good times & 
bonding weekends. Dorset. %532335
wATTRACTIVE, WELL-ENDOWED
M, 48, 6’2’’, medium build, seeks simi-
lar, cross-dressing M for regular meets. 
Soton. %419677
wHONEST, PASSIVE
M, 49, medium build, goatee beard, 
into leather sex, seeks M, similar age, 
for dates & lasting relationship. North 
London. %912846
wINEXPERIENCED, AVUNCULAR
M, 46, 16 stone, likes most things, 
seeks slim younger M to teach him the 
ropes. West Sussex. %288561
wCHUBBY, HAIRY
M, 46, 5’4’’, seeks active M to domi-
nate him. Co. Durham. %528230
wGENUINE
M, 41, seeks M, 40-65, to share inter-
est in suits & uniforms, for friendship, 
maybe more. Waited too long for Mr 
Right. Southeast London. %648501
wWELL-ENDOWED, PASSIVE
M, 28, 6’, slim build, seeks older guy 
for proper 1-2-1. Middx. %372797
wGENUINE
M, 60, very slim build, solvent, likes 
walks, watersports & massage. Seeks 
similar M for good times & much more. 
South London. %336942
wNAUGHTY
M, 52, into yellow, jeans & briefs. 
Seeks Oriental or Asian M for fun 
times. Bristol. %620094
wWELL-ENDOWED
M, 58, 5’11’’, average build, seeks M 
for oral & anal fun. Scotland. %811379
wSMOOTH, HONEST
M, 32, 6’, average build, HIV+, likes 
weekends away, pubs & clubs. WLTM 
chunky M, 22-39, hairy, for good times 
& more. Norfolk. %915387
wSHAVED, WELL-ENDOWED
M, 48, 6’2’’, medium build, seeks simi-
larly shaved M for good times & more. 
Soton. %122874
wVERSATILE
M, 73, seeks like-minded M for good 
times & much more. South London. 
%869652
wEX-SCHOOLMASTER
59, 6’3’’, tanned, hairy, seeks fit M, 
18-32, for spanking & caning. West 
London. %680882
wMEDITERRANEAN-LOOKING
M, 42, 6’, stocky build, hairy, cut, seeks 
circumcised guy for safe fun. South 
London. %604758
wGENUINE WHITE
M, 40, 6’, medium build, likes nudity, 
massage, oral & porn. Seeks M, 18-50, 
for fun times. Essex. %850268
wDISTINGUISHED, BISEXUAL
M, 63, 6’3’’, former public school 
master, seeks M, 18-32, for fun times. 
Wigan. %657901
wGENUINE, VERSATILE
M, 54, 15 stone, likes sex, walks, read-
ing & films. Seeks M for regular fun. 
North East. %394105
wSUBMISSIVE, GOOD-LOOKING
M, 40, 6’3’’, stocky build, into CBT, 
seeks top M for humiliation & more. 
East London. %776491
wVERSATILE
M, 55, into fisting, seeks M for exten-
sion of experiences. North London. 
%971573
wMUSCULAR, TOP
M, 46, tough, good-looking, masculine, 
seeks good-looking, compliant lad, 
18-35, for good times. South London. 
%114034
wFIT, HARD-WORKING, LADDISH
M, 40, 5’9’’, fit, likes working out, travel 
& nights out. Seeks mixed-race M 
for proper, lasting relationship. South 
London. %525102

wDOMINANT
M, 27, seeks slavish M for training & 
extreme degradation. East London. 
%756218
wHANDSOME, DIRTY
M, 45, 5’7”, average build, blue eyes, 
seeks M, 18-45, for yellow, brown & 
more. North West. %644266
wHANDSOME, ATHLETIC
M, 41, many, many fetishes, 
seeks M for friendship & safe sex. 
Bournemouth. %650428
wSINCERE, ROMANTIC
M, 57, 6’4”, medium build, hairy, 
trendy, optimistic, likes kisses, the 
coast & clubs. Seeks M for proper rela-
tionship. Croydon. %556380
wSWARTHY
M, 55, seeks good-looking lad, 18-35, 
with discipline issues, for a spanking 
good time. North East. %430270
wGOOD-LOOKING, NON-SCENE
M, 45, 5’11’’, medium build, GSOH, 
seeks beefy guy, 17 stone+, for good 
times. Stoke-on-Trent. %911416
wPASSIVE
M, 65, stocky build, into voyeurism & 
brown. Seeks M, 25-65, for fun times. 
North London. %431578
wARTICULATE BLACK
M, 34, 5’10”, stocky build, hairy, intel-
ligent, deep, supportive, seeks M for 
arts, culture & intimacy. East London. 
%645552
wGENUINE COUPLE
40s, seek versatile M to join them. 
Bristol. %745879
wSMOOTH WHITE
M, 59, 5’11”, passive, seeks dominant 
M for slipper spanking & more. Surrey. 
%993518
wDOMINANT BISEXUAL
M, 45, medium build, tattooed, into 
leather & rubber. Seeks submissive M 
for hard fun & more. Surrey. %791454
wPASSIVE
M, 41, 5’8”, hairy chest, HIV+, GSOH, 
seeks good-looking, active M, 30-50, 
to everything that’s good. West Yorks. 
%940751
wEASY-GOING, SINCERE
M, 20, 5’9”, slim build, into photogra-
phy, music, reading & films. Seeks 
honest M for good friendship & rela-
tionship. Glasgow. %227103
wGENUINE
M, 47, seeks Ms for regular evenings 
out in London city. Brighton. %453032
wATTRACTIVE, ROMANTIC
Chef, 38, 5’9”, medium build, likes 
swimming & cycling. WLTM guy for 
long-term friendship & more. Beds. 
%649594
wCLEAN-CUT PROFESS
M, 40, 5’10”, likes wearing his suit 
& tie. Seeks M to soil his smart suit. 
Enfield. %472166
wORDINARY, SOLVENT
M, 40, slim build, likes cinema, theatre, 
walks & history. WLTM honest M for 
romance & love. Cambs. %634424
wMASTERFUL STRAIGHT
M, 48, 9”, seeks camp, submissive 
M to use & abuse. North London. 
%943317
wHONEST, ACTIVE
M, 55, 6’2’’, 13 stone, seeks active M 
for good times. Mancs. %523831
wOBEDIENT
M, 58, seeks M for dirty pleasure & 
total domination. Kent. %367315
wHAIRY, HAPPY
M, 39, 5’9’’, seeks that special guy for 
loving relationship. Brighton. %447727
wDIRTY, HONEST
M, 52, into brown & yellow. Seeks 
like-minded M for dirty times. Dorset. 
%969073
wEASY-GOING
M, 36, into underpants, WLTM Oriental 
or Asian M for good times. Essex. 
%323164
wGENUINE GAY
M, 36, looking for M, 36+, for good 
times & more. Essex. %156117
wATTRACTIVE, FIT
M, 48, seeks slim younger guy, 18-35, 
for no-strings fun. Berks. %515927
wDISCIPLINARIAN
M, 60, 6’1’’, looking for M for a good 
spanking. Mids. %616751
wGAY BLACK
M, 41, seeks black or Asian M for good 
times & more. Birmingham. %721029
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TO REPLY TO ADS CALL

0906 753 4490*
Call and enter the six digit box number(s) of 
the advertisers you are interested in, then 

leave them a message! 

TO HEAR REPLIES CALL

0906 831 2232*
You will need your Box and pin number.

TO PLACE A FREE AD CALL

0808 100 4806
Become a member of Queer Contacts today! 
Call for free to leave your advert for print and 

record a description of yourself.

◗TANNED, WELL-ENDOWED
M, 45, 6’2’’, slim build, clean-shaven, 
seeks invites to swinging parties. 
Exeter. ☎152683
◗DIRTY-MINDED
M, 46, seeks M, 65-85, for brown & 
yellow fun. Mancs. ☎233100 
◗HORNY, GOOD-LOOKING
M, 38, 5’10’’, toned, profess nude 
model, seeks M, 18-35, for mutual, 
horny sessions. West Sussex. 
☎935810
◗HANDSOME IRISH
M, 48, 5’7’’, medium build, hairy, pas-
sive, seeks active guys for horny ses-
sions. South London. ☎965362
◗DARK-HAIRED, GENUINE
Guy, 34, fi t build, shaved, seeks good-
looking, genuine guy for weekend 
horny fun. Bedford. ☎172427
◗ROLE-PLAYING
M, 50, with inspection table & the gear. 
Seeks M for fi sting & medical examina-
tions. West London. ☎266318
◗BISEXUAL
M, 60, 6’3’’, 13 stone, seeks slender, 
passive, cross-dressing M for long-
term relationship. West Mids. ☎571255
◗PASSIVE, HIV+
M, 37, 5’8’’, sexy, seeks well-endowed 
M, 20-40, for great times & more. 
Mancs. ☎548843
◗FRIENDLY, PERSONABLE
M, 51, likes walks, television & social-
ising. Seeks mature, understanding 
gent for good times & relationship. 
Edinburgh. ☎387950
◗LIVELY BLACK
M, 48, good-looking, fi t, GSOH, good 
looks, good heart, seeks similar M, 
30s, to grow with him. South London. 
☎359801
◗INTELLIGENT, ASSERTIVE
M, 48, athletic build, together, inde-
pendent, sexy, seeks the man of his 
dreams for real relationship. South 
London. ☎657008
◗GENUINE
M, 45, slim build, HIV+, seeks friendly, 
fun guy for friendship & more. North 
London. ☎340784
◗GENUINE
M, 47, looking for strict older M for dis-
cipline & CBT. North West. ☎719131

◗MIXED-RACE
M, 22, 5’9’’, looks like Lamar, tattooed, 
seeks muscular non-white M for good 
times & more. Nottingham. ☎218088
◗SUBMISSIVE GUY
M, 45, 5’5”, slim build, can’t accommo-
date, can travel, into hard CP. Seeks 
experienced, masterful guy. East 
London. ☎794206
◗MAINLY PASSIVE
M, 53, heavily into brown & yel-
low. Seeks experienced master. 
Bournemouth. ☎206726
◗FILTH SLAVE
50, 5’11’’, slim build, into denim, seeks 
M to share his interests. West London. 
☎551300
◗SMOOTH WHITE
M, 38, 6’, versatile, into sucking, fuck-
ing & fetish fun. Seeks fun M for great 
times. South London. ☎806581
◗TWO HANDSOME
Ms, white, 47 & African, 38, 5’10’’, 
seek well-endowed, top black guys 
for regular fun & friendship. South 
London. ☎489885
◗GENUINE, HAPPY
M, 45, into sport & movies. Seeks 
sincere M, 18-30, for friendship & long-
term relationship. Glasgow. ☎454632
◗HONEST
M, 55, 5’10’’, average build, seeks 
West Mids M for traditional CP. 
☎345112
◗HORNY, SLAVISH
M, 57, 6’, 12 stone, 8’’, HIV+, hairy 
chest, seeks guys for sucks, fucks & 
rimming. Essex. ☎917737
◗SMOOTH WHITE
M, 34, attractive, 7’’, seeks white Ms, 
25-40, for hot, safe sex sessions. 
Slough. ☎198157
◗GENUINE BOOTBOY
52, into jeans, briefs & DMs. Seeks M, 
18-40, for sleazy, yellow fun. Bristol. 
☎685857
◗GOOD-LOOKING, SLAVISH
M, 40, fair hair, blue eyes, seeks domi-
nant M for subjugation & various color-
ful activities. Nottingham. ☎884334
◗SUBMISSIVE
M, 35, seeks big, arrogant, hairy M to 
sit on his face & degrade him. North 
London. ☎245578

◗DIRTY, DOMINANT
M, 38, seeks slavish M to rim. E Ldn. 
☎451137
◗100% ACTIVE, NON-SCENE
M, 26, HIV+, likes weekends away, 
cinema & eating out. Seeks similar M, 
35-48, for real love. Berks. ☎218766
◗BLOND, BLUE-EYED
M, 24, slim build, glasses, likes nights 
out & in. Seeks genuine bloke for 
cuddles, kisses & much more. Mancs. 
☎175005
◗BEARDED
M, 59, seeks well-endowed, Alpha 
M to receive oral satisfaction. South 
London. ☎392758
◗GENUINE, EXPLORATIVE
M, 37, seeks M for new experiences 
& much more. South London. ☎350394
◗ATHLETIC BLACK
M, 48, 5’9’’, likes working out, travel & 
his job. Seeks secure, relaxed M, 28+, 
attractive, GSOH, for proper relation-
ship. South London. ☎125958
◗TALL, CHUBBY
M, 23, passive, into music, read-
ing & swimming. Seeks kind, caring 
guy, 18-35, for fun & more. Dartford. 
☎632648
◗DIRTY, BROWN-LOVING
Slave boy, 25, own place, seeks 
dominant M for brown & yellow fun. 
Edinburgh. ☎609098
◗PASSIVE PAKISTANI
M, 35, 6’1’’, good build, smooth, seeks 
well-endowed, active Asian M for great 
times. Ilford. ☎913563

◗TALL, YOUTHFUL
M, 46, HIV+, medium build, active, 
seeks submissive M, 30-50, HIV+, for 
real love. Berks. ☎788591
◗TALL, FIT BLACK
M, 41, 5’9’’, medium build, likes wining 
& dining. Seeks guy, similar age, for 
dating & possible long-term, loving 
relationship. South London. ☎920446
◗SCRUFFY, DIRTY
M, 53, chunky build, into yellow & 
brown. Seeks manual-working M for 
nasty fun. Berks. ☎687797
◗MEDIUM-BUILT M
44, HIV+, ex-hairdresser, cat owner, 
loves cooking, theatre, clubs & pubs. 
Seeks guy, 28-50, to be happy with. 
Bournemouth. ☎969826
◗BURLY TRUCK DRIVER
33, always delivers on time, will do 
anything for the right package, likes to 
be fi sted & rimmed, hairy men always 
welcome. Bristol. ☎471064
◗HONEST, LOVING
M, 46, HIV+, likes walks, animals, 
horses & meals out. Seeks similar M, 
35-50, for proper, long-term relation-
ship. Berks. ☎769994
◗GOOD-LOOKING, STRAIGHT-
ACTING
M, 48, seeks M or couple for brown, 
yellow & kinky fun. Leicester. ☎599018
◗GOOD-LOOKING, STRAIGHT-
ACTING
M, 44, 5’8’’, average build, seeks M, 
28-45, for yellow, brown & smelly 
action. Mancs. ☎217674
◗SLIM, HONEST
M, 50, 5’11’’, into denim, seeks slim 
M, 40-60, for fi lthy fun. West London. 
☎858500
◗HORNY, PASSIVE
M, 57, 6’, HIV+, profess, shaved, into 
leather, seeks genuine M for fun times 
& maybe more. Essex. ☎494380
◗BIG, HAIRY
M, 49, 5’10’’, 14 stone, good shape, 
seeks big, chubby guy for sleazy fun. 
Hants. ☎948405
◗WELL-ENDOWED
M, 35, sporty, seeks similar, horny M 
for uninhibited fun & the chance for 
more. South West. ☎111091
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◗STRAIGHT-ACTING, GOOD-
LOOKING
M, 53, medium build, seeks non-white, 
assertive M for real abuse, porn & 
great times. South London. ☎886404
◗AMIABLE
M, 18, seeks older M for dirty sex & 
watersports. West London. ☎350813
◗PIERCED, SHAVED
M, 53, 5’11’’, swimmer’s build, into 
bondage, watersports & CP. Seeks 
M for regular good times. Brighton. 
☎879448
◗GENUINE, SUBMISSIVE
M, 42, into oral & pearl necklaces. 
Seeks active, non-white M, 18-35, for 
good times. North London. ☎735991
◗SLIM, COMPLIANT
M, 57, smooth, seeks experienced, 
well-endowed, masterful M for mutual 
pleasure. Northants. ☎628005
◗GAY WHITE
M, 60, 5’6’’, slim build, likes rimming, 
spanking, watersports & tight shorts. 
Seeks M to use & abuse him. East 
London. ☎978633
◗SINCERE, SLIM
M, 60, 6’6’’, shaved head, likes water-
sports & massage. Seeks M for fun 
times. South London. ☎332909
◗FIT WHITE
M, 40, into mountain-biking & keep fi t. 
Seeks active black M, 20-45, for fun 
times. Wales. ☎995775
◗SLIM, TANNED
M, 27, 5’4’’, green eyes, black hair, 
seeks non-white M for great times, 
kinky fun & maybe more. South 
London. ☎765691
◗UNLCE-TYPE
M, 50, seeks yellow-loving, nappy-
wearing M for role-playing, spanking & 
fun times. Berks. ☎484858
◗SLIM PASSIVE
M, 56, seeks dominant, well-endowed, 
non-white M, 18-40, for hard fucks. 
East London. ☎708013
◗CLEAN-SHAVEN
M, 60, 6’1’’, seeks naughty M, into 
leather & rubber, for CP, spanking & 
fun times. Birmingham. ☎654992
◗QUITE SPORTY
M, 45, 5’10’’, slim build, seeks M for 
possible relationship. Mids. ☎542116
◗GENUINE, LOVING
M, 34, medium build, GSOH, looking 
for honest M for relationship. Surrey. 
☎366428
◗VERY ACTIVE
M, 63, likes sport & clubs. Seeks guy 
for good times & the chance for more. 
North East. ☎751601
◗GENUINE, FUN
M, 52, 5’7’’, medium build, seeks M 
for horny fun & good times. Oxon. 
☎141797
◗TOTALLY SUBMISSIVE
M, 31, 6’, hairy chest, blue eyes, 
well-endowed. Seeks top guy, very 
well-endowed, for good times & more. 
Beds. ☎484821
◗WELL-BUILT, BOTTOM
M, 42, 6’2’’, blond, blue eyes, seeks 
top M for romance, fun times & proper 
relationship. Surrey. ☎341068
◗STRAIGHT-ACTING
M, 40, likes nights out, seeks M, 
25-50, for great times & more. Mancs. 
☎539137
◗PASSIVE
White M, 27, WLTM black or Asian M, 
18-40, for various pursuits. London. 
☎958402
◗PASSIVE, CROSS-DRESSING
M, 45, slim build, seeks M to fulfi ll 
fantasies & unknown pleasures. North 
London. ☎627456
◗HAIRY, PASSIVE
M, 37, 5’11’’, HIV+, fi t. Seeks active M, 
35-45, for good times & relationship. 
Mancs. ☎748921
◗VERSATILE, TATTOOED
M, 51, shaved head, seeks similar M 
for proper relationship. West Yorks. 
☎390380
◗CARING, TRUSTWORTHY
M, 36, 5’10’’, hairy, slim build, seeks M, 
36-55, for proper, long-term relation-
ship. Brighton. ☎225122
◗SINCERE PROFESS
M, 29, 5’8’’, likes politics, history, 
socialising & fi lms. Seeks fi t, hand-
some M, 25-45, for intimate relation-
ship. North London. ☎189936

◗ARDENTLY VOYEURISTIC
M, 66, 6’, slim build, seeks exhibitionist 
M for exchange of ideas & fun times. 
Gloucs. ☎772063
◗HONEST, LOVING
M, 41, 5’10’’, medium build, hairy, 
likes eating out & nights in/out. Seeks 
genuine M for lasting relationship. 
Blackpool. ☎632563
◗MUSCULAR LATINO
M, 39, top, very imaginative, solvent, 
seeks cute, slim, pretty lad for lots of 
fun & more. West London. ☎896559
◗GOOD-LOOKING, ACTIVE
M, 32, non-scene, seeks non-scene, 
passive black guy for proper, loving 
relationship. North London. ☎356322
◗SMOOTH, OPEN-MINDED
M, 51, 5’11’’, maturist, seeks active, 
masculine M or couple for week-
ends, parties & more. Bournemouth. 
☎371582
◗BIG, ARROGANT
M, 46, muscular build, moustache, 
shaved head, into leather, fi sting & yel-
low. Seeks M to suffer his attentions. 
South London. ☎160876

◗WELL-ENDOWED, ACTIVE
M, 45, 6’, 12 stone, into naturism & 
underwear. Seeks slim M or couple, 
under 60, for fun indoors & out. Exeter. 
☎821208
◗LOVING, MATURE
M, 57, carpenter, likes pubs, clubs & 
meals out. Seeks M, 18-23, for steady 
relationship. Central London. ☎749706
◗HANDSOME, SOCK-LOVING
M, 40, seeks City bloke to share love 
of black socks after a hard day’s work. 
Central London. ☎332013
◗NAKED POSER
53, wishes to pose for M into photogra-
phy or art. Suffolk. ☎133259
◗HONEST
M, 39, seeks hairy M, similar age, to 
share yellow & more. S Ldn. ☎862065
◗MUSCULAR, STRAIGHT-LOOKING
M, 50, slim build, bottom, WLTM 
well-hung, top M, 35+, for good times. 
South London. ☎818462
◗TOTALLY SUBMISSIVE
M, 28, seeks older M, 50+, for brown 
fun & yellow times. London. ☎134330
◗DIRTY, BROWN-LOVING
M, 46, seeks older M, 65-85, for lots 
of mutual brown & dirty fun. Mancs. 
☎483116
◗HONEST, EASY-GOING
M, 39, seeks active M, 35-55, for fun, 
friendship & maybe relationship. West 
Mids. ☎567150
◗GOOD-LOOKING BRAZILIAN
M, 36, seeks active guy, well-endowed, 
for great times & good action. South 
London. ☎202290
◗BISEXUAL
M, 39, has an oral fi xation, seeks M for 
sucking & more. Bristol. ☎962190
◗SKINHEAD
M, 49, 5’8’’, average build, seeks guy, 
under 45, for rimming, oral & regular 
fun. Southwest London. ☎721696
◗BISEXUAL
M, 57, 5’10’’, slim build, into cross-
dressing, whips, bondage & yellow. 
Seeks masterful M for good times & 
more. Beds. ☎230487
◗FIT, TATTOOED
M, 51, skinhead, single dad, seeks 
very hairy M for good times. West 
Yorks. ☎819459
◗GENUINE, PROFESSIONAL
M, 37, 5’8’’, caring. Seeks down-to-
earth M, 20-30s, for good friendship & 
loving relationship. Middx. ☎681182
◗STRICT, MASTERFUL
M, 50, seeks M for traditional discipline 
& role play. Berks. ☎615008
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wHONEST, BLOND
M, 47, slim build, seeks well-endowed 
M or couple, 25-40, for horny fun. 
Lancashire. %483359
wTALL, MUSCULAR
M, 38, tanned, into body-building, 
seeks M for yellow, white & hardcore 
action. Enfield. %853515
wDOMINANT
M, 51, seeks M & F couple for fisting 
sessions. South London. %740065
wLEATHER-LOVING
M, 34, seeks dominant M for hard play 
& nasty things. Brighton. %805464
wKIND, CONSIDERATE
M, 43, 5’5’’, slim build, likes swimming, 
running, eating out & safe fun. Seeks 
similar M for relationship. W Ldn. 
%556943
wMIXED-RACE M
Caring & honest, 22, 5’9’’, seeks M for 
good times & possibly more. London. 
%654850
wLIVELY, ACTIVE
Stocky M, 48, sincere, many interests. 
Seeks similar guy, 35-55, to build long-
term relationship with. Middx. %776880
wGENUINE
Couple ... black M, 37, & white M, 47, 
seek active black guy, 30-50, for regu-
lar fun. London. %806105
wSLIM, WHITE M
59, into rimming, seeks M for playing 
hard, yellow & more. London. %748619
wGOOD-LOOKING BLACK
M, 49, slim build, hairy, active, profess, 
seeks good-looking, muscular, passive 
white M to love, honour & obey. South 
London. %219875
wMUSCULAR, TANNED
M, 35, shaved beneath, well-endowed. 
Seeks slim, hung, horny guy for sleazy, 
dirty fun. Enfield. %305665
wSUBMISSIVE
Cross-dressing M, 45, into theatre, 
walks & nights out. Seeks older M for 
good times & more. Wolverhampton. 
%729649
wSEXY, SLIM
M, 33, blond, likes dressing up & toys. 
Seeks hunky, top couple for real good 
times. London. %254305
wMASTERFUL
M, 45, nice-looking, hairy, dark, into 
uniforms & rugby kits. Seeks slav-
ish M, 18-40, for CP & much more. 
Manchester. %105332
wTALL, SLIM, SMOOTH
Black guy, 32, seeks shy, passive 
white guy to serve him regularly. North 
London. %573921
wSLIM, SHAVEN
M, 45, pierced, seeks M, 40-65, for 
fun, friendship & maybe more. Surrey. 
%316554
wGOOD-LOOKING WHITE
M, 34, totally straight-acting, seeks hot 
black or Asian M, 20-40, for fuck fun. 
London. %675897
wSHY, BOYISH
M, 34, slim build, seeks mature M to 
take him in hand & submit him to hard 
sessions. Central London. %317055
wBONDAGE-LOVING
M, 50, medium build, seeks M to tie 
him up & punish his balls. Hants. 
%714413
wGOOD-LOOKING BLACK
M, 49, profess, seeks good-looking, 
muscular M to be his sex slave. South 
London. %838354
wGOOD-LOOKING, HAIRY
Italian guy, 39, seeks guys, under 45, 
for wild, dirty fun. Central. %626576
wVERSATILE BISEXUAL
M, 41, muscular build, blond, kinky, 
seeks M or couple for good times. 
South London. %730104
wHANDSOME, MASCULINE
M, 38, 6’, HIV+, fit & healthy, versatile, 
open-minded, works in the arts, seeks 
genuine guy to share life, love & happi-
ness. North London. %394892
wSTRAIGHT-ACTING
M, 42, sincere, likes eating out, 
travel & holidays. Seeks similar guy, 
20-48, for proper relationship. Staffs. 
%706884
wSUBMISSIVE
White guy, 35, medium build, looking 
to meet big, dominant, active, arro-
gant, bully black guys, with big hairy 
arses, to humiliate him bigtime. North 
London. %346615

wCOMPLIANT, SUBMISSIVE
M, 50, into bondage & S&M. Seeks 
two masterful Ms to work on him at the 
same time. Hants. %346040
wHONEST
Guy, 60, tall, slim fit build, seeks like-
minded M for brown & yellow fun. 
South Coast. %361664
wQUITE HIRSUTE
M, 59, 6’3’’, bisexual, ex-public school 
master, seeks fit M, 18-32, for fun 
times. W Ldn. %738373
wEXHIBITIONIST
M, 62, 6’1’’, slim build, likes stripping 
off in the woods, seeks masterful M for 
watersports & verbal. E Ldn. %374224
wDEDICATED
M, 41, enjoys rimming, seeks M to 
receive his tongue. East London. 
%583400
wSLIM, TONED
M, 35, into sports kits, seeks like-
minded M to share interest & more. 
London. %762708
wCLEAN-SHAVEN, YELLOW-
LOVING
M, 34, 5’8’’, medium build, seeks M for 
mutual yellow fun. East. %499000
wDEDICATED
M, 51, seeks passive guy, 35+, for fist-
ing sessions. South London. %803269
wDIRTY
M, 49, 5’8’’, into rimming, sucking 
& yellow. WLTM M for daytime fun. 
South London. %179258
wFIT, HORNY, PASSIVE
White M, 38, seeks active black guy for 
hot, sweaty work-out sessions. West. 
%874259
wTALL, GOOD-LOOKING
M, 39, small penis, seeks experienced, 
masterful M for hard times. East. 
%926569
wTOILET SLAVE
M, 35, medium build, seeks brown 
master, 18-38, to use & abuse him. 
Herts. %476588

wGOOD-LOOKING, HORNY
M, 41, athletic build, own place, seeks 
non-camp, sexy guys to watch straight 
porn with. Central. %821449
wKINKY BISEXUAL
M, 40, medium build, submissive, into 
rubber, seeks chilled M for good times. 
South London. %177297
wDOWN-TO-EARTH, LOVING
M, 31, 5’9’’, slim build, shaven-headed, 
profess, seeks similar M for lots of love 
& shared future. Edgware. %257332
wBLACK, BEARDED
Active M, 35, seeks M, any age, size 
or nationality, for good friendship, fun & 
maybe more. South London. %214011
wRIDING, HUNTING, EQUESTRIAN
M, 41, seeks dominant horseman. S 
London. %645742
wMASTERFUL
M, 49, seeks naughty guys for spank-
ing with hand paddle on shorts & bare 
bums. Berks. %439460
wROCKER-OBSESSIVE
M, 55, into bikes & the period riding 
gear. Seeks similar M for good times. 
South London. %484051
wHORNY, EXHIBITIONIST
M, 50, young-looking & acting, seeks 
M for long wank sessions & facials. 
North London. %429176
wTALL, SLIM
M, 47, seeks M for extended bond-
age & watersports sessions. Berks. 
%626348
wMIX WITH ME
Mixed-race M, 22, 5’9”, black hair & 
brown eyes, WLTM Asian guy, 18-50, 
for friendship leading to relationship. 
Hither Green. %815524
wBISEXUAL, INEXPERIENCED
M, 32, slim build, seeks mature, bully-
type M. Central. %125740

wPROFESS
M, 59, seeks East-European M for 
raunchy times. Central. %499992
wDIRTY, SUBMISSIVE
M, 35, medium build, seeks M, 18-35, 
to use & abuse him in filthy ways. 
North London. %920058
wHANDSOME
M, 39 into black socks & suit fetish, 
also likes football socks. Edinburgh/
London. %168184
wGENUINE
M, 52, seeks thick-necked, sporty M for 
really hard sessions. East. %984704
wFAIR-SKINNED SUBMISSIVE
M, 72, seeks M for role-playing & 
watersports. North London. %957123
wSUBMISSIVE ASIAN
M, 29, 6’, slim build, seeks dominant 
white M to serve. North London. 
%966438
wPOSING
M, 56, 5’8’’, seeks M, 18-45, to pose 
in briefs for photos & fun. Suffolk. 
%206701
wRIMMING ENTHUSIAST
42, n/s, seeks smooth-bottomed white 
guy, 35-42, for long, horny sessions. 
Berks. %316719
wNATURIST
M, 49, seeks well-endowed, exhibition-
ist M, 18-30, for good times. South 
London East. %597772
wSTOCKY GUY
65, with brown interest. Seeks 
guys, 55-65, for mutual brown ses-
sions, nothing heavy. North London. 
%729620
wTALL, FRIENDLY
Guy, 47, can accommodate, seeks 
slim, passive guy, under 35, for fun & 
friendship hopefully leading to more. 
Herts. %471721
wSUBMISSIVE, WILLING
M, 41, 5’10’’, medium build, seeks 
masterful M for good times. Essex. 
%748541

wCOMPLIANT
Passive, very docile, very slim, genu-
ine slave, 50s, requires specialised 
usage. Seeks active master anywhere. 
North London. %324337
wGENUINE, NON-SCENE
Versatile M, 37, 6’, stocky, hairy, 
masculine, freelance illustrator & artist, 
HIV+ but fit & healthy, 7.5” uncut cock, 
seeks M. North London. %359711
wHORNY, MUSCULAR
M, 38, tall, seeks submissive Ms for all-
colours fun. Enfield. %707745
wTACTILE, NATURIST
M, 50, seeks exhibitionist M for fun in 
sportswear. South London. %865029
wWHITE GUY
51, 5’8’’, muscular build, into tight satin 
brief & shorts. Seeks similar M, with 
good-sized dark, black bulge, for fun 
times & photographic sessions. South 
East. %649831
wWHITE GUY
50, 5’10”, slim build, brown hair & blue-
grey eyes, own place, seeks sincere 
Asian M for horny, 1-2-1 relationship. 
Surrey. %358008
wNICE-LOOKING, FIT
Hairy, straight-acting Italian M, 41, 
looking for guys, up to 45 for wild, dirty 
fun. W Ldn. %305077
wPASSIVE BLACK
M, 36, 6’5”, medium/stocky build, 
sensitive nipples, long legs & thick, 
cut cock, looking for active, top Indian, 
Asian or Pakistani guys, stocky build, 
for no-strings fun. East. %311681
wCOCK-SUCKING SLAVE
M, 39, stocky build, seeks masterful M 
to use & abuse him. Essex. %456409
wMEDIUM BUILD SLAVE, 40,
Seeks his master. South East. 
%752417

wFRIENDLY, SLIM
Black M, 35, looking for slim guy of 
any race for monogamous relationship. 
North London. %856585
wNAUGHTY LAD
34, into hard CP, spanking, caning, 
strapping, tight Levis, gym & rugby 
shorts. Seeks dominant master into 
CP & playing games. North London. 
%679129
wVERY SLIM, BLOND
Transvestite, 32, 5’8”, into high heels, 
short skirts, bondage, corporal punish-
ment & water sports. Looking for domi-
nant guys over 40. London. %863661
wSTOCKY
M, 40, seeks stocky, dominant guys, 
35-50, who like having their hairy, 
sweaty arses licked clean, cocks 
sucked & feet licked & sniffed, with a 
bit of firmness over the knee if inter-
ested. North London. %567355
wHORNY, INDIAN
Guy, 30, 5’10’’, seeks M for hot ses-
sions. Birmingham. %367599
wARSE-LICKER
Obedient, discreet, masculine arse-
licker, 34, seeks stocky guys, with big 
hairy arses, to sit on his face & humili-
ate him. North London. %942957
wBLACK AFRICAN
M, 50, non-scene, educated, passive, 
loves sport & travelling. WLTM active 
M, under 70, for long-term relationship. 
Southeast. %620046
wSLIM, SUITED
M, 38, 5’10’’, seeks M for brown & yel-
low fun. North London. %838106
wFIT, DARK-HAIRED
M, 42, very experienced, seeks 
M, 18-30, for good times. London. 
%102438
wSTRAIGHT-ACTING
M, 40, 6’, medium build, clean-shaven, 
n/s, enjoys cinema, photography, read-
ing, walking, eating out, discovering 
London & spending quality time with 
the right guy. WLTM down-to-earth M, 
35-50. %864962
wGUY, 34
Into hard CP, spanking, caning, slap-
ping, 501s & gym shorts. Seeks strict, 
dominant, gym-school, bastard-type 
into role playing. Kent. %264649
wACCOMMODATING GUY
37, 6’, 12 stone, short brown hair & 
blue eyes, clean-shaven with hairy 
chest, 7” uncut cock. Looking for guys, 
25-50, to get naked, watch porn & 
have safe fun with. Ilford. %326922
wTALL, SLIM BLACK
M, 32, smooth, 8’’, seeks slim, smooth 
white M for hot times. North London. 
%423676
wEXPERIENCED GUY,
50, who can accommodate, seeks pas-
sive guys, must be over 30, who like 
being fisted. South London. %620572
wTALL, PASSIVE BLACK
M, 36, medium build, seeks stocky 
white or Asian M for fuck fun. East. 
%100913
wHEADMASTER
49, can’t accommodate but can travel, 
WLTM lads, under 30, preferably hairy, 
into sportswear, for gentle discipline & 
fun. London. %144242
wFRIENDLY, SMOOTH-BODIED
Educated, passive black M, 40s, 
WLTM active M, 35-70, for 1-2-1. 
Southeast. %653014
wFRIENDLY, SLIM
Black guy, 34, seeks slim guy, 20-45, 
any race, for long-term relationship. 
London. %841008
wSILKY SMOOTH
M, 39, seeks well-endowed M to give 
him a good seeing to. North west 
London. %994877
wGOOD-LOOKING MIXED-RACE
M, 21, 5’9’’, seeks M, 18-48, for 
good times & possible relationship. 
Southeast. %373571
wPASSIVE, FRIENDLY
Educated, proud black M, 47, WLTM 
genuine M, 30-55, for friendship. 
Southeast. %575144
wATTRACTIVE, ZERO-CROPPED
M, 46, medium build, hairy chest, 
shaved balls & arse. Seeks masculine, 
hairy-chested M, into aromas, porn 
& jock straps, for mutual suck & fuck 
action on a regular basis. Romford. 
%781898

wGLORY HOLE
Expert cocksucker, 36, seeks well-
endowed guys for blowjobs to comple-
tion. One-way only. Harrow. %328514
wWANTED:
Big, hairy, farty black Caribbean/
African arses by submissive, discreet, 
masculine arse licker & fart sniffer, 35. 
North London. %307580
wINEXPERIENCED
M, 32, slim build, seeks mature daddy 
to train his tight arse. South London. 
%305980
wPASSIVE BOTTOM
M, 33, 6’, 2’’ shaved penis, seeks well-
hung guys for exhibitionism, humili-
ation, watersports, thongs & shiny 
sports kit. South. %108843
wEXPERT ORALIST
Seeks very well-endowed guy, any 
age/race or build, in bulging jock strap 
for blow job to completion. Fit M, 38, 
has eager mouth & hungry fuckable 
arse. Middx/London. %675605
wCLEAN-SHAVEN
Straight-acting M, 39, 6’, medium build, 
seeks M, 35-45, for friendship & long-
term relationship. Essex. %533261
wWANTED:
Big arsed assertive guy to sit on his 
face & grind away to get pleasure. M, 
39, fit with eager tongue licks uranus. 
London. %414565
wVERSATILE, HORNY SKINHEAD
42, 5’8”, medium build, seeks two or 
more skinheads for regular fuck & suck 
sessions. Romford. %768661
wCOMPLETE ORAL SLUT
56, looking to satisfy your oral 
demands to the full, at your place or 
his. Bexleyheath. %257376
wWANTED
Lesbian/s who is/are dominant & 
active, to give this submissive, passive 
39 year old London gay guy a good 
seeing too, in more ways than one. 
West London. %599284
wOLDER, BROWN-BEGINNER
60, into rimming & sniffing, seeks M, 
25-60, to explore brown together. 
North London. %751533
wEXPERIENCED GUY
50, enjoys fisting, seeks passive guy, 
over 30, who enjoys receiving, begin-
ners welcome. Can accommodate. 
London Area. %753651
wGENTLE GUY, 57
Living in Chelsea, seeks dominant, 
bully-type guy - hoping to admire, show 
respect & look up to him. %329308
wMEDIUM-BUILT GUY, 34
Cannot accommodate, can travel, rims 
clean/dirty, willing to receive yellow & 
brown. Seeks dominant tops, 18-35, to 
use him as their own toilet slave. North 
London. %424127
wSPITROAST ME
Passive M, 39, seeks very well-
endowed couples or anonymous 
single gay guys to visit him. Northwest/
Harrow. %284400
wM, 49, WLTM someone interested in 
colour. Southeast. %299137
wESSEX-BASED SLAVE
41, 5’10’’, medium build, dark hair, 
cannot accommodate, has had some 
training. Seeks master in Essex/
East London area for strict discipline. 
%408181
wSOUTH AMERICAN
M, 38, hard-working, seeks genuine, 
down-to-earth M for loving relationship. 
North London. %374134
wSUBMISSIVE ASIAN
M, 27, 6’, non-scene, seeks dominant 
white M for hard sessions. North 
London. %293111
wSTRAIGHT, ACTIVE
M, 38, fit, defined, well-endowed, 
seeks younger, passive M for mouth & 
bum fuck. Middx. %743036
wHORNY, BRIT/ASIAN
M, 32, seeks gentle bloke for romantic 
fun & brown. Southeast. %384833
wACTIVE MALE
32, into gym shorts, CP, spanking, 
caning & straps. Seeks dominant mas-
ter. Kent. %423620
wTALL, SLIM, GOOD-LOOKING
Black M, 30, smooth body, 8’’ cock & 
smooth balls, WLTM good-looking, 
slim white guys, 25-40, who love being 
rimmed. Big butts especially welcome. 
North London. %225739

* CALL COSTS: 09067 numbers cost 75p per minute at all times, 09068 numbers cost 60p per minute at all times  (BT Premium Rates).  Please note Payphones & non BT network providers may charge higher rates. 
guideLineS: Arrange meetings in public places. Don’t give your address until you are sure that you want to continue the relationship. Trust your instincts and don’t meet again if you have any doubts. On your first meeting, it is best to make 
your own way to and from the venue. Leave details of your meeting with family or friends when seeing a respondent for the first time. We reserve the right to refuse any advert at our discretion. 
Service supplied by Advanced Telecom Services, PO Box 788, London eC1V 7ZA. This is a uK only service.
disclaimer: Firststar Ltd assumes no liability for the content of, or reply to any personal advertisement. The advertiser assumes complete liability for the content of all replies to any advertisement or recorded message and for any claims 
made against Firststar Ltd as a result thereof. The advertiser agrees to indemnify and hold Firststar Ltd harmless from all costs, expenses (including our solicitors fees), liabilities and damages resulting from or caused by the publication or 
recording placed by the advertiser or any reply to such advertisement. By using Queer Contacts, the advertiser agrees not to leave his/her telephone number, last name, or address in his/her voice greeting message. Your ad will remain live 
on the database until you choose to remove it. To delete your ad please call 0871 220 2891 (10p per min from BT Landlines).

QXMen SMS
Find a guy in minutes. 
Local guys - Voicemail/Pic options - easy to use.

TeXT: QX to 69866                
18+ Only. Join for 0p per msg for 1st 5 msgs snt/recd:  
30p per msg thereafter. This is a subscription service.  
Cost is 30p per msg until you send STOP to 69866
Helpdesk 0870 442 4202, Stndrd ntwrk chrges apply.  
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0871 with free SMS alerts and free MMS 
picture sharing. Calls cost 11/2p per minute

THE busiEsT CHAT sErviCE iN THE uK
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CHAT.com

* All call costs quoted are based on BT landline rate. Network extras apply. Live calls recorded. 
Information provided by Firststar Limited T/A QX Magazine, 23 Denmark Street, London WC2H 8NH. Customer Service Helpdesk: 020 7966 0018

LIV
E 

1-
2-

1

0871 600 5000*

0871 908 3333*

0844 999 0999*
0844 calls cost  5p per minute

0871 600 calls cost 11/2p per minute

0871 with FREE SMS alerts and FREE MMS 
picture sharing. Calls cost 11/2p per minute

6p

10p

5p

CHECK OUT WHY WE 
HAVE GIVEN YOU THREE 
NUMBERS INTO ONE 
SERVICE

THE BUSIEST CHAT SERVICE IN THE UK

VISIT QXCHAT.COM TO SEE OUR FULL RANGE OF SERVICES INCLUDING OUR NEW 100% FREE INTER-
NET DATING SITE IN THE ‘CRUISE ROOM’, WITH SPECIAL qxtube FEATURE!

QX regrets that due to a change in telecommunications reg-
ulation, we are having to phase out chat services running 
on the 0870 tariff. However, we are able to continue offering 
excellent value for money services on some very low tariffs 
- 0844 (5ppm) and 0871 (6ppm - 10ppm). Many of you may 
not be familiar with the 0844 tariff below which is charged 
at 5p per minute from a BT landline at all times, however 
please note that other networks may vary. You may be more 
familiar with the 0871 prefix - we have therefore also intro-
duced the cheapest 0871 tariff currently available which is 
charged at 6p per minute from a BT landline at all times but 
again other networks may vary - some networks will charge 
you more for using 0844 than 0871! If you are not familiar 
with what your current network operator will charge you for 
a specific number then please check with them and choose 
the best for you.

Finally, many networks charge the same for all 0871 num-
bers regardless of the fact that they may have a different 
BT landline rate, especially when using a mobile. They 
may charge the same for a 6ppm 0871 call as they do for a 
10ppm 0871 call. Unfortunately, this is beyond our
control. 

However, to give you the best value for money, we are offer-
ing special features on our 0871 10ppm rate which permits 
FREE MMS picture sharing (via mobile) so you can see what 
the guy looks like AND FREE SMS alerts (via mobile) which 
let you know when you have a message in your voicemail 
box.  This means you don’t have to call in so often to check 
your messages, thus potentially saving you money! But 
remember, whichever number you dial, QX chat services 
are the busiest around. Have fun and stay safe!

5pFR
OM

FOR  
OVER 18 

ONLY

Per minute
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0844 999 0909

5p

18+: Adult Only. FREE from premium rate charges. 
Only 5p per minute at all times on a BT landline. 

Other networks may vary. Customer Services 0207 966 0295

 REGIONAL OPTIONS
 LIVE 1-2-1 
 MAIL BOXES CALLGAY

per minuteyour low cost line

QCall

NOW WITH
1260 LINES

IT’S NEVER
BEEN SO
BUSY

18 PLUS. calls charged at bt landline rate of
6p per minute at all times. network extras apply.

Live calls recorded. service provided by 
Euro-Worldwide Media Limited.

Customer Service number 0845 403 2320

REGIONAL OPTIONS
SAVE YOU TIME

LIVE 1-2-1
ON THE
CRUISE LINE

MAILBOXES

18 plus only

0871 600 50 50
FEATURES LIVE ONE-TO-ONE CHAT 

6p
per 

minute
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18+ Calls charged at BT Landline Rate of only 5p per minute 
at all times. Other Networks may vary.  Helpdesk: 0870 345 0017

man
hunt

5p

TM

Where real men hang out.

0844 999 8000
Direct access for only 5p per minute

Live 1-2-1

 per min

NORTHERN
BOYS
NORTHERN
BOYS

Only

6p
per minute

18+

0871 600 5666
Meet Boys 
from the North
& the rest of the UK

LIVE 1-2-1 CHAT

18+

Over 18s: CALLS COST 6p PER MINUTE FROM A BT LANDLINE. 
NETWORK EXTRAS APPLY. LIVE CALLS RECORDED.

SP = EURO-WORLDWIDE MEDIA LTD. Helpdesk 0845 403 5796

MEN
MIDLANDS

LIVE 1-2-1

CHAT TO LOCAL GUYS 24/7
OVER 18

0871 908 2992

10P
per minute

Over 18s. Calls charged at BT landline rate of 10p per minute. Network extras apply. 
Live calls recorded. IP = Firststar Ltd. Customer Service Number 020 7966 7793

18+ NO premium rate charges. 
Calls cost 5p per minute 
(BT Landlines).
Other Networks may vary.
Service provided by BS Media, 
London, EC1N 8QQ.
Helpdesk 0845 222 0148

LIVE 1-2-1 
WITH 
HUNDREDS 
OF MEN

0844 99 99 500

MEN’S 
ROOM 

THE

P5p
per min
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18+ only. 0844 = 5p per minute from a BT landline. Other networks may vary. 
Helpline 0845 222 0260.

Chat with hundreds of 
GENUINE GUYS on the phone

LIVE 1-2-1 CHAT
VOICE MAIL BOXES
REGION BY REGION

SEE what he looks like with 
mms picture sharing

KNOW when there’s a message for 
you with sms message alerts

08444 980 555

LIVE
LIVE
LIVE

Real guys
Live chat + date
Dial in & Hook Up!
All groups catered for.

Over 18 only. Calls cost 5p per minute at all times from a BT landline. 
Other network may vary.  Helpline  0870 629 0870

0844 498 3 498h5p
per minute

BARRACK
ROOM           BOYS

100s OF GUYS 
ONLINE 24/7 

 
ALL
REGIONS
BUSY

18+

 0871 300 3333
18 Plus: Calls charged at 9p per minute at all times from a BT landline. 

Network extras apply. Live calls recorded. 
Information provided by Firststar Ltd. Get bill payer’s permission. 

Customer Services 0845 403 2697.

ENJOY 1-2-1
CHAT WITH OTHER GUYS9p 

per m
inute

08444 987 700

With hundreds 
of genuine 
guys on line 
right now, this 
is the place to 
chat & date, or 
just make new 
friends

OVER 18s ONLY!

5p 

per minute

DIRECT ACCESS FEATURE - LIVE 1-2-1, VOICEMAIL, SMS MESSAGE ALERTS...

18s only. Calls cost 5p per minute from a BT landline. Network extras apply. 
IP = Firststar Limited. Helpdesk on 020 7966 7793

5P
per minute
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LIVE 1-2-1
LIVE GROUP CHAT
MAIL BOXES

3.9p     
PER MINUTE

INC.£20 OF
FREE CALLS 

WHEN YOU OPEN 
YOUR ACCOUNT

(PLUS YOUR 0207 
NETWORK CHARGE)

0207 966 2000
Service provided by qx magazine. 
Customer helpdesk number 0207 966 0018

H A R D C O R E
MOBILE FRIENDLY

USE YOUR FREE MINUTES TO GET FREE ACCESS 
TO 0207, THEN ONLY PAY AS LITTLE AS 3.9p 
PER MINUTE WHEN USING YOUR MOBILE.

CUT THE COST - USE YOUR CREDIT CARD
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BEN
BIRMINGHAM 
CITY CENTRE
MUSCULAR BODY
MASCULINE 
DISCREET
10 INCH THICK 
UNCUT COCK
DUOS AVAILABLE

07719 103 657
IN/OUT CALLS

WINCHESTER BRIGHTON 

NEIL

ESCORT/MASSEUR 
IN/OUT OR HOTEL 

BASED IN BATH AREA OR BASINGSTOKE

07783 046 392
NO TEXT MESSAGE OR WITHHELD

WWW.GAYDAR.CO.UK/ESCORTHUNK5

SOUTH WEST 

BIRMINGHAM & MIDLANDS 

INDEPENDENT ESCORTS
To advertise here please telephone 020 7379 8040 or email classifi eds@qxmagazine.com

07528 600 336

RICARDO
UNDERWEAR

MODEL
26YO
5’11”
95KG

INTERNATIONAL 
PORN STAR

MR LEATHER UK
ENGLISH 

EX-MILITARY/
POLICE 

MUSCULAR ALPHA 
MALE TOP

6’ 48C X 32W; 10” 
HARD

IN/OUT 24/7

www.military-meat.com
MY ARMY EXPERIENCES

PAUL 

09090 697 60107
95

7 
42

0 
03

7-
 2

4H
R

S
 

BIRMINGHAM
"THE RIMMER"

WITH RIMMING SEAT
LICKS URANUS,

SUCKS COCK, BALLS,
 & BENDS 4 FUCKING 

SAFE, CLEAN, SECURE.
IN = £50 / OUT £150
CALL FIT RIC, 36, ON

07521 369 098
Text & withhelds ignored.

BLACK GUY IN 
WINCHESTER 

OFFERING ESCORT S/S SERVICE 
AND COUNSELLING. GAY 

STRAIGHT & BI MEN WELCOME. 
PLEASE CALL 

07502 243 590 
IN CALLS AND SOME OUT.

 £75-£100

DARREN 35. 
HEATHROW & 

BRIGHTON. 
IN/OUT/

OVERNIGHT/
HOTEL VISITS

07003 755 082

GEORGE.
BLACK MEN OFFERING 

MASSAGE TO MEN. 
BIRMINGHAM, 

WOLVERHAMPTON, 
NATIONWIDE.
24:7 INCALL

TEL: 0121 551 2826
MOB: 07554 518 968

PAPI
HOT

BLACKTINO
9”

24HRS

07538 807 404
www.gaydar.co.uk/-----. (5 dash, 1 dot)

ANDERSON
GOOD FUCKER
BIG COCK
TOP
24/IN/OUT

07791 325 554
WWW.GAYDAR.CO.UK/...AANDERSON

ALESSANDRO
ONLY ACTIVE

COCK 9.5”

24 HRS/DAY AND NIGHT
VERY MASCULINE

07751 044 582

beautifulandblack@live.com
Fully versatile models and escorts required

SYON KHAN 

22yrs Mediterranean/
Asian Origin
Sexy Slim smooth body, 
Versatile, 
large thick cut cock,
Round bubble bottom, 
Clean, Safe, and discrete, 
BIRMINGHAM/LONDON/
MANCHESTER/SHEFFIELD
Available for in/out calls
Call or email to arrange 
booking and to discuss 
rates, 

07878 813 919
sexysyonkhan@hotmail.co.uk
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London 

07528 43 46 27

AL
DominAtion
HumiLiAtion
CorreCtion
ControL
Sexroom 
witH SLing

BeniCio
ALwAYS 
HornY

ACtive
Big CoCk

24 HrS
Stripper
in/out CALLS/overnigHt

07595 753 912
www.gAYDAr.Co.uk/...BeniCio

ArtHur
onLY ACtive / mASCuLine

27 YeArS oLD

24 HrS / in / out / trAveL
CentrAL LonDon / w2
LeAtHer / toYS
Huge DiCk

07856 942 836

top eSCort, DiSCreet
trAveL, in/out/overnigHt 24HrS 

07511 537 252
www.gaydar.co.uk/escort2006

niCk
Sex & mASSAge

ABorigine 
StuDent
from oz

top/verSAtiLe
9” & tHiCk
roLepLAY

toYS & more!
in/out

07789
717 542

enriCo 28
HunkY guY in 

CentrAL LonDon
verSAtiLe 

 
in/out/HoteLS 24/707

76
9 

61
3 

63
8

verSAtiLe 

07513 000 167
in/out

new in town
tiAgo

new 
mike 19
verSAtiLe
AvAiLABLe 24/7
in / out AnD
overnigHtS

w
w
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SoHo
DuoS AvAiLABLe 

07510 355 930
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81

5 
15

9 
66

8
w

w
w
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a
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r.
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.u
k

/b
la
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d

BLACk DAviD
10” tHiCk & unCut

www.CHriSminSk.BLogSpot.Com
*genuine AnD reCent piCtureS, 100% guArAnteeD.

0751 326 4095

CHriStiAn  
HigH CLASS
24Yo 
germAn / BrAziLiAn
5’10” / 
BLue eYeS / BLonD HAir
top / verSAtiLe
Big u/C CoCk
exCeLLent mASSeur
piCCADiLLY CirCuS 
(SoHo)
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london 

Independent eSCoRtS
To advertise here please telephone 020 7379 8040 or email classifieds@qxmagazine.com
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WWW.RICOFERNANDO.COM

RICO

07503 121 282

OMAR 
TOp
ARABIAN 
CUTE 
DEFINED 27 
XL HUNG 
INTO MATURE 
& YOUNG
MASSAGE 
SEX Cp WS
pADDINGTON 
24/7 
TEXTS IGNORED 

NEW ARAB BOY SOFIANE,26Y
HUNG CUTE TOp/VERS FOR 

MATURE AND YOUNG. (MASSAGE,
SEX,WS,Cp,HUGS,LOVE,ETC..)

BAYSWATER

07529 517 564
24/7, IN/OUT/HOTEL VISITS

SVEN 29
GERMAN 
MASTER 

playroom 
with sling 

and leather 
in Marble 

Arch

07731 486 455
www.svenlondon.com

SEXY 
EX-ARMY GUY 

WARREN
ESSEX BASED

AVAILABLE 
24/7 

REASONABLE 
RATES

07754 990 795
WWW.WARRENRODGERS.COM

JAMIE

07
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8 
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2 
89

1 

JACk
SEXY ISRAELI 
BIG COCk
24 HOURS
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MARCELO
24 HRS

BAYSWATER

ENGLISH MARk
23 YEARS OLD

VERSATILE
8 INCHES

GREAT BUTT

07841 
869 235

SOHO
IN/OUT CALLS , 

24 HRS

ALEX
24 Y.O

07
92

0 
51

1 
30

5ALBERTO
HARD AND 
HUGE TOp

IN/OUT/DAY/NIGHT
CENTRAL LONDON
EVERYTHING BIG
I’VE GOT TOYS

07907 676 554

BLACk
BOBBY

25 SEXY 
BLACk GUY

10” 
VANILLA TO 

SLEAzE
MASSAGE

SLING
LEATHER 

& TOYS
TOp ONLY

IN CALLS
OUT CALLS

07
50

4 
23

4 
82

6

CHARING CROSS
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London 

OTHELLO 12”
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07798 830 740

AnDERSOn
GOOD FuckER
BIG cOck
TOP
24/In/OuT

07791 325 554
www.GAYDAR.cO.uk/...AAnDERSOn

07500 971 246

GORGEOuS ALLAn
18YO TOP PORTuGuESE
5’7” FIT BODY
In / OuT / OvER
DuOS AvAILABLE
SOHO / PIccADILLY cIRcuS

TExT AnD wITHHELD nOS 
IGnORED

GEnuInE PHOTO
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--
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da
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)nEw In TOwn

GJALSO 25 
vERSATILE 8”

07929 399 401
In/OuT/OvERnIGHTS/ 24HRS

MARIO
vERSATILE 
In & OuT 
cEnTRAL

07
93

1 
42

3 
84

8

www.BOYS2REnT.cOM/ALExOLIvER

ALEx 
OLIvER
07860 
537
625

nEw    -    MIkE

07816 385 998
cOvEnT GARDEn

ALISTAIR
EnGLISH 9 1/2”
STRIcTLY TOP
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3 
54

4
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u

T/
H
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 2

4/
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07723 
689 412

www.gaydar.co.uk/blackmagictop
www.blackmagictop.net

BLAck 
MAGIc 10”
HOT MuScuLAR TOP
ROLEPLAY & MORE

ALSO DOMInAnT 
SLEAZY MASTER

EARLS cOuRT TuBE 2 MInS

BRunOS
AcTIvE/ vERS

SExY 9”
cEnTRAL 
LOnDOn 

24 HRS

07792 300 349

RIcH 
nEw!

EScORT/
EROTIc 

SEnSuAL 
MASSEuR

In/OuT/
HOTELS/

OvERnIGHT

EARLS 
cOuRT/

GLOucESTER RD. 

24/7  
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nIcHOLAS

AcTIvE
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24HRS
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LONDON 

INDEPENDENT ESCORTS
To advertise here please telephone 020 7379 8040 or email classifi eds@qxmagazine.com

3 MIN FROM LANCASTER GATE 

07529 238 224

YACINE 
NEW ARAB BOY

VERY CUTE FACE
AWESOME BODY
GREAT MASSAGE
AND SEX AND
OTHER THINGS.
FOR OLDER AND YOUNGS.
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07716 964 714
www.gaydar.co.uk/.............-a

(13dots, minus a)

HOT 
SEXY 

ACTIVE 
GUY

W2 AREA
IN / OUT / 

OVERNIGHTS

07980110757

21 YO, ATHLETIC SLIM BODY, 
HUNG, SMOOTH, VERY CUTE 

FACE FOR OLDER GUYS
MASSAGE, SEX, VERSATILE

STRAIGHT ACTING TOP/VERS
9 INCH FAT KNOB
FIT N HAIRY

JOE 07850 975 539
ALL SCENES CONSIDERED 07
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VERSATILE
IN/OUT/
OVERNIGHT

NEW IN TOWN
IN-OUT-OVER

VERSATILE
SOHO

07514 468 673

ITALOBRAZILIAN
LUKE
19

SASCHA
HOT & 
PASSIONATE

ALWAYS HORNY

MASCULINE

TOP - VERSATILE

CALL ME

WWW.ESCOERTGUYS.CO.UK/SASHA

07944 
174 919

WWW.GAYDAR.CO.UK/..CHRISTIANO..

8” X 6” THICK UC
TALL & ATHLETIC 

6FT5

07960 919 900

TO ADVERTISE 
IN            JUST CALL 

020 7379 8600 FOR DISPLAY
OR

020 7379 8040
FOR CLASSIFIEDS
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MASSEURS LONDON 

CLASSIFIEDS
To advertise here please telephone 020 7379 8040 or email classifi eds@qxmagazine.com

Gay Hostel
Victoria, London

Clean, modern, friendly, gay hostel
Located conveniently next to Victoria station

+44 (0) 20 7630 0766
www.myhostel.co.uk
info@myhostel.co.uk

PORTSEA 
SAUNA

 MARBLE ARCH,  LONDON
 

3 Massage therapists 
available daily

Steam, Sauna, DVD Room,
Rest rooms, Bar...    

    
2 Portsea Place W2 2BL

020 7402 3385
www.gaysaunabar.com

 

ONLY £13

MISCELLANEOUS 

SAUNA BAR
BOURNEMOUTH

 
3 Massage therapists 

available daily

Jacuzzi, Steam, Sauna, 
DVD Room,

Rest rooms, Licenced Bar
    

4 Avenue Lane, BH2 5RJ

01202 552 654
www.gaysaunabar.com

 

ONLY £12

FOR SALE: 
Lively, well established, 

modern Gay Bar in the heart 

of BENIDORM’S 
LUCRATIVE GAY 

VILLAGE. 
Easy to run, good profi t 

margin, year round season. 
Sale due to UK return because 

of ageing relatives, hence 
BARGAIN PRICE!!

Simple change of hands 
procedure. Turn key

operation. For details 
07989 318 098

COME ON .. IT’S ONLY A MASSAGE

CAPITALMASSAGE.CO.UK 
N1 / E8.  QUALIFIED 

07984 944 992

ROBERT
GOOD LOOKING,

HAIRY, 41 YEAR OLD
FRIENDLY, EDUCATED

& DISCREET

OFFERS COMPLETE,
RELAXING, SENSUAL,

MASSAGE/BODY SHAVING
IN PRIVATE EARL’S COURT

APARTMENT 
OVER 10 YEARS EXPERIENCE.

020 7370 0347
or 07721 452 959

07588 560 589

EXPERIENCED AND PROFESSIONAL 
THERAPIST

EVALDO
AYURVEDIC

BALINESE
SWEDISH AND

DEEP TISSUE 
MASSAGE.

REFLEXOLOGY
EXOTIC LIME &

GINGER 
SALT GLOW

(EXFOLIATION)

OUT CALLS

HERBAL 
100MG ERECTION PILL 

20 FOR £45.00
32 FOR £60.00
48 FOR £80.00

INSTANTLY DELIVERED TO YOUR HOUSE, WORK PLACE OR HOTEL
 (DISCRETION ASSURED)

ORDERS TAKEN BY POST AT DISCOUNTED PRICES FROM ANYWHERE IN THE UK

ALSO AVAILABLE ORAL JELLY AND THE WEEKENDER.
DISCOUNT FOR ESCORTS OR IF YOU CAN COLLECT THEM IN VAUXHALL

07969 681 270  /  07747 728 014

07872 589 509

DAN
QUALIFIED MASSEUR

ALL TYPES OF MASSAGE, 
IN/OUT/HOTELS

SENSUAL, RELAXING, 
DEEPLY PLEASURABLE, 
TANTRIC/THERAPEUTIC 

MASSAGE

07957 255 564

DEADLINE 
FOR 

JANUARY'S
 ISSUE OF 

IS 18TH 
DECEMBER 
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